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PRBFACE 
The historian's "noble dream" ot writing objective truth is alwqs 
an ultimate tor which to strive, but it is not a call tor mere chronicling 
ot the historical events. The ''high function ot the historian is inter-
pretation. "1 Thus the study or history is also a study or the writers ot 
history. A man does more than record tacts when he tells or an event; he 
creates and conveys his own image ot the incident to the reader. The 
words the author chooses, what he includes or excludes, are important. 
Each treatment reflects the author's personality, prejudices, precon-
ceptions and purpose. Individuals may read the same tacts, view the SBJll:l 
conditions, talk to the same people and yet arrive at dissimilar opinions 
and explanations or the same occurrence. 
The varying interpretations in history with emphasis on particular 
facets ot an event or period result in better understanding and greater 
knowledge or the past. One historian will do research and emphasize one 
aspect, another historian another. In this manner the material is en-
larged and diffused; our image becomes more complete. Even though some 
treatises may be incomplete, or perhaps even contain wrong emphases, they 
may contribute previously unknown information. 
This study o! the Chartist Movement, the English working class move-
ment tor political reform in the 1830's and 1840's, is an attempt to 
survey the major categories o! historiographical approaches to the move-
IJl8nt throughout the last century. Works and speeches of selected 
1James Westfall Thompson, ! History gt. Historical Writing (New York, 
1942), Vol. I, vii. 
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representative statesmen, writers and historians will be considered. 
'l'heir major theses in regard to the movfll!lent will be presented with some 
attet11pt to deal with the determining factors in each author's interpre-
tation, including the time of Wl"iting, the ·writer's backgt"Ound and 
m.trpose .. 
There are many individuals who have contributed to the completion 
or this research project and to the attainment of my degree. I grate-
fully acknowledge the efficient and effective assistance of my thesis 
committee. :or. Homer L. Rh.ight gave me personal encouragement, insight 
into English history, and helpful critical remarks and suggestions on 
the presentation of my material. Dr. Douglas D. Hale painstakingly 
corrected my copy for clarity, accuracy and organization. 
Special gratitude is exp~ssed to Dr. Theodore L. Agnew, my chief 
thesis advlser. His unbounded knowledge of hl.story and research methods, 
superior ability in handling the ·written word, and unusual skill in 
counselling and advising students• never dond.nating nor confining ini t.i-
ative and personal style, made the writing of this thesis mo:re a challenge, 
less a chore. 'I'he encouragement and aid of my family was also consist ent 
and invaluable. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION: A BRIRF SURVEY OF THE CHARTIST MOVIMENT 
The "People t e Charter, " contrived in the minds of a small group of 
reform agitators in 1837, wae first publicJ.T read to a large gathering of 
working men in Glasgow on May 28, 1838. It wae immediately and en-
thusiastically received. The document embodied all the major demands of 
the working class tor broadening the base of English government to make 
it more responsible to the populace. These demands, or "the six points 
of the Charter" as they soon became known, included universal manhood 
suffrage, the secret ballot, no property qualifications tor members or 
Parliament, p&yment of members or Parliament, annual elections, and. equal 
1 
electoral districts. 
Thomas Attwood, a popular reform leader of the working class, pre-
sented the Charter and followed it with a suggested plan of procedure for 
gaining the demands. A petition, carrying all the points ot the Charter, 
should be drawn up and signed by the democrats throughout the country and 
presented to Parliament. Two or even three million signatures would be 
obtained, he predicted. If Parliament did not accede to their requests, 
there would be other petitions; and if the Legislature remained undisposed 
to ·;he demands, there would be a "solemn and sacred strike from every kind 
~-r 
1Robert George Gammage, The Histo of the Chartist Movement From 
ll!_ Beginning !22Jm ~ ~ Present ~ FfLoodori;' 1854), Appendix. -
/ 
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ot la.bour."2 
This wa.s the first of many sucp mass gatheri ngs and demonstrations 
that were to sweep the length and breadth of the British Isles, eventu-
ally gathering thousands under the all-inclusive standard of the Chartist 
Movement. Through this medium the reform fever reached the heart of the 
working classes, and from such repeated mass meetings it became all but 
epidemic. 
These clamorings for reform were not a new phenomenon in nineteenth 
century England. The Reform Bill of 1832, for example, had been a re-
sult of such demands. The radical reform tradition in fact can be traced 
back to the reign of James I and the politico-religious struggles of 
Charles I and the Commonwealth. After the fall of the Commonwealth, an 
avalanche of Tory reaction submerged most abstract theories of politi cal 
justice. In the mid-eighteenth century radicalism appeared with renewed 
vigor, stimulated by the presence of new political criticism and the 
widening gulf between the House of Commons and ~he people. During the 
second half of the century, programs for reform were planned and propa-
gandized by active but relatively ineffective agitators. In 1744 a small 
group of Radical members in Parliament asked for the establishment of 
annual Parliaments, payment of Parliament members, universal suffrage, 
vote by ballot, and abolition of plural voting.3 In 1780 the Society 
for Constitutional Information, led by Charles James Fox, drew up a 
program that included all the demands embodied in the 1838 "People ' s 
Charter." The agitation was abandoned in 1784, however, because of the 
2Ibid., PP• 27-29. 
~ark Ho~.rell, ~ Chartist Movement (Manchester, 1925), pp. 3-6. 
3 
revolution in France.4 
Parliament continually found Radicals in its midst. Early in the 
nineteenth century these Radicals were trying to abolish special privi-
leges such as those of the Anglican Church, achieve complete free trade, 
and broaden the franchise. Most of them favored household suffrage, the 
ballot, abolition of the property qualification for the House of Commons, 
and shorter sessions of Parliament. While they were never numerous 
enough to form a ministry or even a separate political party, the Radi-
cals were vocal in their criticism of the government and quick to contest 
Whig seats at elections, often voting against the ministry on important 
issues. Their leaders were most able, and they enjoyed widespread popu-
lar support, most of it unenfranchised, however.5 
Thus the program expounded at Glasgow in 1838 was not new, but the 
purpose and supporters -were. Down to the outbreak of the French Revolu-
tion the Radical philosophy had found its sole support in the middle 
class and the aristocratic circles. In reaction to the terrorism in 
France in 1793-1794, the respectable English Radicals lost all desire to 
expound extreme political theories; hence the radical program fell to the 
working class, in whose hands it remained for over forty years.6 During 
the first two decades of the nineteenth century, however, the laboring 
masses saw little hope for improving their situation through political 
agitation. The poor laborers, suffering the dislocation caused by new 
machinery, the superabundance of labor, and the tremendous business 
4Frederic Austin Ogg,~ Governments 2£ Europe (New York, 1920), 
p. 81. 
5Preston William Slosson, The Decline 2£ ~ Chartist Movement (New 
York, 1916), p. 18. ~ 
6Hovell, PP• 6-7. 
4 
depressions and fluctuations, attempted rather to improve their conditi1)n 
through labor organizations and combinations. Their efforts toward 
unionization are exemplified by the combination ot the cotton spinners 
ot Lancashire into the Grand General Union of All Operative Spinners of 
the United Kingdom in 1829, the Manchestrian group called National Asso-
ciation for the Protection of Labor of 1830, and the Grand Trade Union 
of the same year.7 
Undoubtedly the most important attempt to combine the power of the 
working class was the Grand National Consolidated Trades Union, founded 
in 1834 by Robert Owen. Originating from more than a mere desire to 
strengthen the bargaining power of laborers, it was Owen's unique answer 
to the exploitation of the worker by the capitalists. Substituting co-
operative production for individual competitive production would make 
the capitalist unnecessary, he reasoned. The power of organized labor 
could bring about the transformation peacefully. Owen envisioned an 
England where the rich, realizing that the age of private property had 
ended, would form small self-directing communities. '!'hen the workers, 
organized under the Grand National Consolidated Trades Union into their 
respective crafts and industries, would control the economic and politi-
cal machinerjr 'of these small communities. 8 'l'he picture held great ap-
peal for the workers, and for a while Owen carried the unions with him. 
Soon the Grand National enrolled more than one-half million workers, and 
numerous local strikes were attempted . When most of the strikes proved 
disastrous, the movement lost momemtum before Owen's co-operative ideas 
?Ernest L. Woodward, ~ Oxford History 2£. Ell,Sland, Vol. 13: ~ 
Age 2£. Reform, 1815-1.filQ (Oxford, 1936), p. 122. 
8:rbid., PP• 123-125. 
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could be given any trial. The death~blow to the Grand National came in 
March, 1834, when the government convicted and sentenced six laborers of 
Tolpuddle, Dorset, to seven years of transportation for administering 
illegal oaths in connection with union a..f'fairs.9 
The disappointment caused by the collapse of the National Consoli-
dated Union added to the other failures of union attempts to bring 
economic pressure on the capitalists o Although no more attempts to uni.te 
workers into a national trade union were made, labor agitation did not 
end. The dissolution of the Grand National contributed to the inaugu-
ration of a much smaller undertaking, the London Working Men's Asso-
ciation. The difference between the two was more than numerical; the 
change has been described as evidence of the gradual "evolution from 
voluntary communism to social democracy," that is, the abandonment of 
non-political Gwenism and embracing the beli f that po .° ~i cal democracy 
must precede the attainment of equality and justiceolO This new ap-
proach grew from the workingman' s dissatisfaction with the Reform Bill 
of 1832, the sentencing of the Dorchester laborers, and the passage of 
the Poor Law Act Amendment of 1834. To the worker these moves seemed to 
prove that the middle class was using its newly acqu.ired political su-
premacy to furthe r its economic interest at the laborer's expenseo With-
out the franchise, therefore, he would continue to remain at the mercy of 
the middle class.11 
The London Working Men ' s Association was founded !or the ptlrpose of 
9Ibid~, pp. 125=126. 
lOffovell , p. 52. 
lls1os~on, p. 19. 
correcting this injustice. The Association came into existence in the 
swnmer of 1836 and was inaugurated by a small group of men who had been 
actiTely engaged since 1833 in agitation against newspaper taxes. They 
had recently won partial victory by gaining a reduction of the tax from 
6 
tour-pence to one penny, which meant that .tor the .first time the working 
class could afford newspapers. The popular radical press was thus al-
lowed to increase in number, a fact of utmost importance in the history 
of later agitation. At the end of their campaign against the tax, the 
participating agitators, Francis Place, William Lovett, Henry Hethering-
ton, John Cleave and James Watson, decided to form some type of union 
exclusively f or workingmen and thus combat the time-honored principle of 
looking up to the middle and aristocratic classes for leadership. Lovett, 
who was most responsible for the plan and program of the Association, 
stated that its objectives were "to dra.w into one bond. o · unity t he in-
telligent and influential portion of the working classes ••• .{a.n~ to 
seek by legal means to place all classes of society in possess i on of equal 
political and social rights." He hoped to create "a reflecting public 
opinion which would lead to a gradual improvement of the working classes 
without commotion or violence." Its methods were to include the pro-
motion of a cheap and honest press and of popular educationo12 
The Association was most exclusive, admitting only genuine worki.ng 
men to membership, although it did give honorary memberships t o favor~d 
middle class persons. Several &1.di cal members of Parliament r eceived 
such memberships, including Francis Place, James O'Brien , John Blackll 
12william Lovett, ~ ~ Struggl es ££ William Lovett !_a~ fl!!:-
~ 2£ ~' Knowledge, ~ Freedom mh, ~ ~ Acco~ 2.£ the 
Different Associations ~ Bel~E&,ed ~ ~ £! ~ Q.EiJl_ions ~ ~.!:" 
tained (New York, 1920), pp. 92-93. 
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Feargus O'Connor, Robert Owen, W. J. Fox, and Dr . Wade, Vicar of Warwi ck. 
Even members of the laboring class were not admitted without careful in-
quiry, and ma.ey were rejected. Slowly, however, the Association launched 
a program of public agitation and lessened its educational activities .1,J 
At first the Association merely appointed committees to study 
subjects of interest to the working class. One committee did a detailed 
study of the composition of the House of Commons and published in 1836 
a report, The Rotten House of Commons, 14 that quickly became famous among 
- -
the working classes. The report revealed the glaring lack of equal re pre-
sentation in the lower house of Parliament. Two other committees inqu:i.r ed 
into the conditions of silk weavers of Spitalfield and sent an address of 
sympathy to the Belgians as they attempted to establish autonomous govern-
ment. Another committee, under the tutelage and chairmanship of Lovett , 
drafted the Address~ Rules .2! ~ London Working Men's Ass ociation 
!,2!:, Benefiting, Politically, Socially,~ Morally~ Useful Classes,15 
constituting an open invitation for workers throughout England to found 
similar societies. Assured that government could not withstand demands 
of educated people, they deemed their major concern to be political edu-
cation.16 
At a banquet given by the Radicals of Finsbury on February 15, 1837, 
it was decided that the time was ripe to arouse public opinion and in-
timidate Parliament by combining into a single bill the vari ous r eform 
proposals which had been discussed since 18J2. The gr oup appointed a 
13Hovell, p. 62. 
14Lovett, pp. 102-104. 
15aovell, p. 6.2. 
l61bid. 
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committee of Radical Parliament members and Association members to draft 
such a bill. The finished document, the "People I s Charter," did not 
emerge until the 8th day of May, 1838.17 Its public debut on May 28, at 
Glasgow, was a successful one. In fact, the plan was so enthusiasticali., 
endorsed by the masses, that the temper of the agitation changed. From 
that initial meeting at Finsbury in 1837, when the Parliament members 
expressed their interest and promised to introduce the petition, the 
London Working Men's Association gradually abandoned its quieter methods 
of agitation. Making a widespread and public bid for the leadership of 
the working classes, it stepped up its missionary efforts. 
From the earliest months of its beginnings in 1836, the Association 
received many requests for copies of its rules and requests for permission 
to set up branches of the organization. In 1837, they appointed a sub= 
committee te, se.nt out information, and later dispatched 0 missionaries Q n 
Cleave was the first to be send; Hetherington and Henry Vincent soon 
followed. The ''missionaries" helped to set up small 11classes 11 of ten 
under the guidance of "leaders" appointed by the executive committee of 
the London Working Men's Associationo This organizational structure and 
the designations were borrowed from the Wesleyan Methodists.18 Extremely 
successful, the missionary tours added thousands to the movement, until 
by the end of 1837 the Association had 150 allied branches in all parts 
of the country.19 
l 7Elie Hallvy, A History 91 ~~lish People iu ih~ Nineteenth 
Century, Vol. III:~ Triumph .2.£ Reform, 18l0=~. (New York, 1950), 
p. 292. 
1
~lie Halevy, ! History 2.f. ~ §nglish Peopl~ ~ the Nineteenth 
Centur;:z:, Vol. IV: !!12. Age 2£. ~ ~ _Qgpden, 18il=l860 (New York, 
1948), P• 2. 
19Halevy, ~ Triumph of Reform, p. 283. 
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The addition of ·~he famous Birmingham Political Union was possibly 
the most important success of the year.. Very activ-e in the z•eform of 
1830-1832 but since dormant, the Union, under its able leader, Thorn.as 
Attwood, rallied as Birmingham trade began to suffer and unemployment to 
increase. To Attwood the great i.llness of the English economic system 
was caused by Peel's Bill of 1S19 which restored specie payments· and re"" 
sulted in sharp decline of prices. H.is panacea. was to raise prices by 
issues of paper money. Within a few months, howe·rer, he found himself 
swamped by the ever-moving tide of suffrage agitation, and even his own 
local union became purely a society for the prom.otio:q. of universal 
su.ffrage.20 
Many factors other than the zeal o! the missionaries and the ad-
dition of the Birmingham Political Union account for the growth of the 
Association. The trade boom was now over, unemployment was on the in= 
crease, a harvest failure began to be keenly felt, and the resentment 
toward the new Poor Law aroused the working class. This Poor Law Amend= 
ment Act of 1834, which gained quick acceptance by Parliament, provided 
for a new organization for administering poor relief and outlined princi-
ples on which it was to be granted~ A Board of Guardians of the Poor 
controlled the local administration over a union of several parishese 
The boards were elected by propertied voters since poor rates were levied 
only on buildings and lands. The control of the boards th.us rested in 
the hands of the wealthy landowners, and the principles of a.dm:lrdstering 
the relief reflect the theories of Jeremy Bentham~ The new law en= 
deavored to isolate poverty and render it so uncomf orta,ble and unacc<11pt.tl il,;~ 
20Ibid. 
10 
that the poor would become indu.strious enough to achieve self =sufficiency. 
Under the new system, reli.ef was not t,o be ofi''ered to able-bodied persons 
and their families unless the1 entered a well=regu.lated workhouse. Hence 
the able-bodied worker on relief would be forced into a situation more 
wretched than the worst..,situated independent la.borer. To hundreds and 
thousands of workir1g people relief had become the means by which they 
could increase their nlgga.rdly wages in eirde:r to existG The I10·orkhouse 
now seemed to be the ultimate end for a large proportion of the working 
class~21 
Agitation against, the Poor Law, based on the writings and rebuttals 
of William Cobbett, a Radical member of Parliament;, who had been one o.f 
the few to fight passage of the bill, began in 1836$ In the beginning 
these Anti.,..Poor Law crusades were initiated and direct,ed by the middle 
classQ The leading personalities wer,~ Co,bbet,t; John Fi,:11.den, son o.f a 
wealthy manufacturer, who considered himself an Owenite; Richard Oastler, 
also acti've in. the fight against child labcJr; ~Jos,eph Stephens, son of a 
Wesleyan min:ister and interested in d:l.sesrt.ahli.shmerrt,; Ro ,Jo Richard.son; 
William Benbow; James B. 0 'Brien; and Peter MacDoualL,22 A'\lllgust;11s Beau= 
mont and Feargus O t Comor became the most noted of the Poor Law a.gl.ta= 
tors.. In 1837 the London Working Mtm 1s Association began establishing 
local groups for the sole purpose of fight.i:ng the: nfJW la:t11l':i and Beaw.uorit 
and O'Connor were sent from the cap.iJ;,al t,0 the North to organize th:i:e: 
movement~ 
''} og ~ ~ovell, PPo 7CP Oo 
22Ibido, pp. 81=91. 
23Ibid., pp~ 92=93e 
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In most areas the Anti-Poor Law agitators sueceeded in impeding the 
operation of the new system .. Afte:p accomplishing this, they were un-
willing t.o dispepse; and thus, with the hope ot gaining even greater 
control over their own destinies; most of them continued their efforts 
through Cha:rtism. Much of the v.iol6Jnc~ a.nd uncont,rolable .fervor or the 
Chartist Movement resulted from this merger of Chartist and Anti-Poor 
Law forces, for the heavily industria.J.i.zed North, led by some rather in-
cendiary leade~s such as O'Brien and O'Connor, added a tumultuous aspect 
24 to the movement .. 
As word of the Cha.rte!" spread, it swept aside all local and specific 
demands, such as factory reforms, currency reform,s, and abolition of the 
Poor Laws and became the uniting force for the working classes. Local 
reform organizations and leaders embraced the program of the Charter, as-
sured that their specific desires would be a.nswer~d i~ democratic insti= 
tutions were won. Although the various reform groups found unity of 
program. and purpose in the statement of the Charter, ·there was no organi= 
zation for unifying the grouping. The London Working Men's Association 
aided by working toward a Nati0nal Convention to concentrate radical 
strength. Such a Convention, held Augu~t 6, 1838, officially established 
the Chartist Movement •. The London Working Men's Association soon lost 
its identity with ill the larger movement, and for all pracrtical purposes 
it ceased to exist. The Convention ad()lpted the "Peopl~ 's Charter" and 
elected its official memberse 
The duly elected Convention met Februa.17 4, 1839 0 .l)l;l,,z,i~g the inte1"im, 
in.creased efforts were made to publiciz,s a.nd obtain sigi~at·i:J.reti!> for t,h@ 
24 Ibid., Pe 98. 
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petition. The varying ba.ekg:rotn1<is iand desires of the members of the Con ... 
vention became apparent early as dissention:s axad arguments 'boiled .forth~ 
Revolutionaries felt that si.nce the Convent,:i.on had. been elected. by a. body 
of electors larger than the Parliam.ent.a.ry electorat,e, it wa.s ·t.he true 
People's Pa.rli&nent., Dr .. Wade and the traditional Radicals became di.s• 
gusted and resignedo Cobbett followed when the C@nvention refused to 
adopt a resolution declaring its purpose to be merely to supervise and 
promote the petition and not to compete with legal gc,ve1•nmento As a. re-
sult of these defections the extremists we:re left in control of the Con-
vention, but it never became an instrument or revolutionary con!Licto 
Although on April 9 it did affirm the right of every Englishman to carry 
arms, the "physical fo!"ce" faction of O'Con:nor and the NoFthern extremists 
was restrained by the nmral force" faction of Lovett and the old London 
Association followers,. 25 
The Convention was slow and clumsy a.nd denounced by many for its de-
lays and cowardice. However, on May 7, it handed the petiti.on, carrying 
1,200,000 signatures, to Attwood and Fielden for presentation ·to Parlia-
ment. The Convention then moved to Birmingham, where it .fell e·ven more 
under the influence of the Northern extremists. The petition could. not 
be presented immediate]Jr, since the dismissal of the Whig Government, 
necessitated postponement. Convinced that their petition would never 
reach Parliament, many agitators wish6ld to resort t,o arm.so As threats 
and rumors of armed insurrections spread a.cross the c~rlllintryside, the 
government a.ppoi.nted Major General Charles Napier t.o provide prot,t1c·t.ion 
for lives and property~ Quietly and. quickly he blllil:t. l.il.p gow~:-nment 
13 
protection :fc)rces by supplying arm.a in t,he f'g:t-m. o:f: c.ut,las&'les t1:i"l sel.ect.ed 
i 'li· 26 c.v1 .ans. 
On July 12, 1839, af'ter the new gove:rnment ha.d been formed, Attwood 
moved for .a commit,tee of the whole House to take into consi.derati.on the 
National Petiti<:m,. The motion was ovenhe,l.ntl,rigly defeated., 'rhe Con ... 
venti.on r·tlsortt'.1d. to their last recourse, t,be 11Na.tion~.1 Holiday u u When 
trade societies refused their tota.l cooperatiion., it amounted to little 0 27 
Riots and v-iol.ence now became a. part of the demonstratiom, as the 
frustrated and disappointed laborers res<t))ri:,ed to what they considered t.o 
be their last recourse.. '!'here were l"U\ffiors of strikes., i:nsurre ctio:ns and 
revolution.. Ultimately, armed uprising:s occurred in 1840=1841, and rna.ey 
of the leaders of the Chartist Movement were arre,sted for treason, se-
dition, and holding unlawful meetings~ They were tried and jailedo This 
included Lovett, 0 'Connor, Place, :1nd V:lnceint," They drew shot"t terms, and 
all were released in the latter part. of 1841 a.llJl.d early part of 18420 
During the months of their impris,,nmtn1t there was 110 u.ni..fi.ed Chartist ef = 
fort, but following the release of th.e leaders, tihe Movement reached its 
highest peak. A second petition was c:ircul.at.ed in 1.842 and declared to 
hold three million signa.tures .9 a. 160 per cent :increat~e tY1rer the 1839 pe-
tition. In order toi deliver this petition to the House of GorllliloJD.s it wa.s 
necessary to break it in several pieceis to get i.t, throu.gh. the door,. It 
was presented to P.a:rliament on M~y 2) 1.84 .. 2;, and re.f"t'.sed h;y- th(1 large ma= 
jority of 238 votei'31o 28 
26aovell, pp~ 136=142& 
27Ibide, PP• 164=170e 
Thereafter the movement was all but dead. Then in 1847-1848 winds 
of revolution blew in from across the Channel and briefly revived 
Chartism. Once more the urban working classes attempted to pressure 
Parliament by petitioning. Again !'Wll.ors ot a revolution to support the 
petition circulated, but the thousands of demonstrators who accompanied 
the petition to the House ot Cemmons dispersed quickly when confronted 
by the London police. Supposedly this petition carried over six million 
signatures. Clerks, hired by the Parliament, counted only two million, 
among which were such names as Victoria, Duke of Wellington, Sir Robert 
Peel, Pugnose, Longnose, Flatnose, Punchtam.d No Cheese.29 After this 
fiasco of 1848 the movement lost the support of the masses. a,emnants of 
the Chartist Movement existed-until the early 1860's but with little 
30 support and no effective program. 
29Ga.mmage, p. 341. 
30w-est, pp. 250-255. 
CHAPTE:a II 
CHARTISM: INTERPRETED BY ITS ENGLISH CONTEMPORARIES 
The contemporaries of Cha:rtism left to later generations numerous 
writings and records of the movement. These accounts are as varied as 
the authors. Each man reflected his class status, political leanings, 
and personal prejudices. Charles Kingsley and the Christian Socialists 
vi.ewed the movement as a possibl.e return to the gospel teachings, where 
class distinctions would be forgotten as humans showed Christian concern 
for one another. Benjamin Disraeli, in his early Parliamentary career, 
responded to the movement with a determination to protect the Chartists' 
constitutional rights, although he had little sympathy for their cause. 
Lord John Russell responded in a hostile fash~on to the Chartists' at-
tempts to usurp, as he regarded it, power from his Whig party. Thomas 
Carlyle used his history of Chartism, as he did most of his writing, to 
illustrate his ethical and moralistic philosophy.1 The active Chartists 
wrote of their movement in terms of the particular phase in which they 
happened to be personally involved •. The contemporary periodicals and 
newspapers tended to represen~ the varying political convictions to be 
found in British society. 
Kingsley and Disraeli were not historians, and their writings are 
not historical studies; still, they played a large role in molding 
laeorge P. Gooch, History and Historians of the Nineteenth Century 
(London, 1928), P• 301. = --- · -- ---
15 
16 
contemporary and modern opinions ot the moveJilent. Even the writings of 
Thomas Carlyle on the subject of Chartism are of doubtful historical 
quality. Many- claim his approach to be more akin to that of journalism 
th~n history.2 Charles Kingsley was a mi,nister, novelist,and columnist 
--an apologist for Christian Socialist philosophy. Disraeli, a novelist 
and politician, used his skill as a writer to propagandize for and 
protect ultra-Tory paternal government. 
The activities and philosophy of the Christian Socialists and 
Charles Kingsley can be traced through the pages of the weekly publica-
tion, I!!! Christian Socialist.3 The publication carried the articles of 
''Parson Lot" {Charles Kingsley) which expounded t,he democratic character 
of Christian theology. Kingsley had little faith in the Charter as a 
political program but had every sympathy with the spirit of the movement, 
which he interpreted to be resentment of the working classes towar-d a 
social order that would do nothing for their betterment. A revolutionist 
in his economic convictions, he believed the laborers should work to aid 
and encourage voluntary associations among the working classes so that 
they might themselves produce and sell necessary goods without dependence 
on the middleman.4 Politically, however, Kingsley was a conservative, 
believing that the doctrine of sovereignty of the people was athe~stic 
and subversive.5 He advocated concentration of reformist effort on the 
2 Herman Ausubel, J. Bartlet Brebner, and Erling M. Hunt, {eds.), 
22!!. Modern Historians!.!: Britain {New York, 1951), p. 35. 
3slosson, p. 172. 
4Ibid., PP• 173.174. 
5Harry Wellington Laidler, ! History !.!: Socialist Thopght {New York, 
1933), P• 633. 
co-operative movement but not to the total :neglect of the trade unions, 
friendly societies, and Chartism.6 
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Both Kingsley and Disraeli used the pages of the novel to relay 
their concepts or reform. Kingsley's Alton Locke, Tailor and Poet,7 and 
-----
Disraeli's Sybil; 2!:. :l!2, Nations, 8 vividly describe the social and eco-
nomic conditions in England in the late 1840's, and bQth called for quick 
and positive action. They of course differed on where the action should 
originate. Disraeli implied that the govermJJSnt should heed the warnings 
of the discontent that swept the land and act to all81' it. Kingsley 
pleaded for voluntary Christian action and co-operation. 
Alton Locke, published anonymously, called by Kingsley prior to 
publication an autobiography of a Chartist poet,•9 contained Kingsley's 
personal estimation of the Chartist Movement. The tailor Locke, in at-
tempting to stop a Chartist riot, was taken as one of the conspirators 
and thrown into prison for three years.· After his release he contracted 
fever and in conversation with his nurse was asked if' he still remained 
a Chartist. He responded by sqing: 
If' by a Chartist you mean one who fancies that a change 
in mere political circumstances will bring about a millennium, 
I am no longer one. That dream is gone--with others. But if 
to be a Chartist is to love my brothers witll every faculty of 
my soul--to wish to love and die struggling tor their rights, 
endeavouring to make them, not electors merely, but fit to be 
electors, senators, kings, and priests to God and to His 
Christ--if that be the Chartism of the future, 1;hen am I 
seven fold a Chartist, and ready to cont"eQs it before men, 
though I were thrust forth from every door in England.lo 
6s1osson, p. 174. 
7(London, 1850). 
8(London, 1871). 
9aobert Berna.rd Martin, The Dust of Combat: A Life of Charles 
K:wgslez (London, 1959), P• l?m:' - - - - -
lOcharles Kingsley, Alton Locke, Tailor and Poet (London, 1850), p. 
364. · --
lS 
While Disraeli's novel did not mention Ghartism, his presentation or 
labor conditions gave moral support to their cause and publicized their 
needs. In the Preface or the 1870 edition, Disraeli wrote "in Szbil, I 
considered the condition or the _people. At that time Chartist- agitation 
was still rresh in the public memor1, and its repetition was far from 
improbable. nll For the writing of the novel he had at his disposal all 
the correspondence of Feargus O'Connor, and he visited and observed all 
the localities described in his book. "The work is an accurate and never 
exaggerated picture or the remarkable period of our domestic history, n 
he declared in the Preface.12 
The Parliamentary speeches of Disraeli in regard to the movement 
voiced the same demand for action, and we:re delivered with a terse and 
unmistakable flair. In a letter to his wife, written the d~ after the 
presentation of the .first National Petition to Parliament by the Chartists, 
Disraeli boasted that he had "ma.de a most capital speech on Chartism last 
night • • • • It was a most damaging speech to the government, and they 
didn't like it.n13 The speech dealt mainly with the miseey and abuse 
suffered by the working class. He laid great stress on the irresponsi-
bility of the Whig Ministry and expressed concern for the indifference of 
the government to working class grievances.14 
Disraeli's political philosophy was grounded in the conviction that 
11 Benjamin Disraeli, Sybil 2£ I!2, Nations (London, 1870), p. 2. 
12Ibid. 
13wllliam Flavelle Monypeney and George Earle. Buckle, lb!.~£.!. 
Benjamin Disrael,i, !!ti £.!. Beaconsfield (New York, 1929), Vol. I, pp. 
485-486. 
14Hansard, Thomas c, I!:!!, Parliamentary Debates, Third Series, 
(London, 1804, ff.), Vol. XLIX, cc. 246-251. 
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the spirit of the British aristocracy, "Regenerated ·Tor7ism," could and 
must weld all classes in the country into one national bodf under its 
lea.de:rship and control. W'.t:lile rejecting the Chari.ists' belier that uni-
versal sui'trage alone would eve the social ills, Disraeli demanded that 
the government give due consideration to petition ot grievances. He tore-
saw no great victory tor the Chartists, declaring that "the time will come 
when the Chartists will discover that in a country so aristocratic as 
England even treason, to be successful, must be patrician. The7 will 
discover that. great truth, and when tbe7 tind some desperate noble to 
lead them, the7 may perhaps achieve greater results. nl5 
The Conservative and Whig speech$& in rebuttal to the Petition 
denied the contention that the Chartist grievances should be heard and 
that there was any need tor change. The7 centered their remarks on the 
revolutionary economic aims voiced b7 the more radical Chartist leaders. 
Their argwnents usually took one of two forms: that the Chartists were 
visionaries who held the erroneous idea that the possession ot political 
power could alter the great unvar;ying laws 9f political economy in their 
favor, or that they were a pal'ty ot revolutionists determined to.use the 
Charter as a .means to conf'isea,te all property. 
Lord John Russell, the spokesman tor Whil forces in Parliament, 
often referred to as "hero of the R~torm Bill ot 1832, 1116 reacted to the 
Petition and to Disraeli's support in an stubbornly partisan manner. He 
had registered his opinion earlier that '10 further Parliamentary reform 
was needed, for the Reform of 18)2 was~ perm.anent and final achievement 
15uonypermy and Buckle, p. 486. 
l6Frank F. Rosenblatt, It!!, Chartist Movement la ll! Sgcial !!'!! 
Economic Asf?!ets (Rew York, 1916J, p. J6. · 
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with which it would be "unwise to tamper.nl7 In 1838, as Secretary of 
State or the Home .Department he pronounced the torchlight meetings of the 
Chartists illegal.18 When Attwood introduced the 1839 Petition, Lord 
Russell quickly spoke out against it. The movement, he contended, was 
led by persons who in revolutional'7 language "not exceeded in violence· 
and atrocity in the worse times of the French Revolution" called for the 
people to undermine the laws and resort to arms. He brought the funda-
mental principles of the Charter under attack, and scorned the idea that 
universal suffrage could establish general welfare in a country depending 
very much upon commerce and manufactures. No legal provision pertaining 
to representation could accomplish this goal, Lord Russell assured the 
Parliament. Look at the United States of America, he suggested; they 
have token universal suffrage, but they suffer from business fluctuations. 
Nor would he accept the Chartists' Petition as a national petition. The 
theories and desires expressed in the docwnent belonged to a minority of 
"very designing and insidious persons," wishing not the prosperity of the 
people, but seeking to arouse discord and confusion. The petitioners, he 
said, wanted only to · produce "a degree of misery ~ •• f.a.niJ • • • alarm that 
would be fatal, not only' to the constitution, • • • not only to those 
rights said to be monopolized by a particular class, but fatal to a.n;y 
established government. 1119 
Russell persisted in explaining Chartism as an unnecessary and 
meaningless noise raised by people who could not, or would not, accept 
17Parliamentarz Debates, Third Series, Vol. XL, c. 1192. 
l8Halt'vy, Triumph !2!, Re!ol"!, p. 300. 
19Parliamentary Debates, Third Series, Vol. XLIX, ee. 220-256. 
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the realities of economics. In 1839 he wrote in A Letter to the Elector 
- -------
2! _st_r_o_u._d of 
••• the working classes who have declared their adherence to 
what is called the People's Charter, but few care for Uni-
versal suffrage, vote by Ballot, or Annual Parliaments. 
The greater part £eel the hardship of their social con-
dition; the7 complain of their hard toil and insufficient 
wages, and imagine that Mr. Oaster or Mr. Fielden will 
lead them to a happy village,_ .where their labou.r will be 
light, and their wages high.20 
Party and class loyalities also determined the interpretations given 
to the Chartist Movement by the contemporary journals and periodicals. 
The (London) Times, the largest circulating daily in Britain, spoke the 
mind of the conservative portion of the public. In reporting a mass 
meeting held to publicize the Charter on September 17, 1838, the paper 
indignantly stated that "to admit workingmen to Parliament would be to 
return to 'that savage nature in which the natural rights of men might be 
exercised by everyone who was strong enough to oppress his neighbor.' n21 
The Times reported that some four or five thousand attended the meeting, 
while Chartist publications and other favorable reports put the attendance 
at .30,000.22 
The presentation of the 1842 Petition in Parliament and the demon-
strations in its support received still more unfavorable consideration 
by the Times. The petitioners felt assured that this petition, signed by 
three million people, would be given solemn attention. Editorially, the 
Times stated the number of signatures was quite irrelevant. The question 
20 Quoted in Slosson, pp. 28-29. 
21Times, September 18, 1838, quoted in Hal:vy, I!!!. Triumph .2! Reform. 
P• 296. 
22Halevy, ~ Triumph .2£ Reform, p. 296. 
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to be settled, the paper insisted, was not how the people should be fully 
represented, b~t how they should be well governed. Further, the editors 
assured the readers, the "governments do not rest on the consent of the 
people, but simply on their own established existenoe--tha.t the powers 
that be have a claim upon our allegiance because the1 a.re.tt23 
?lie on:cy, refon agitation to gain the backing of the Tim.es and its 
editor, John Walter, was the Anti-Poor Law Movement. At first the paper, 
and the Tory gentey tor whom it spoke, welcomed the new Poor Law because 
the bill reduced taxes. By 1838 the new s7stem was established in the 
agricultural south but caused great difficulty in the northern manu-
facturing areas. The Tories began to ally with the Anti-Poor Law in-
swgents against the common foe, the Whigs, and gradual4" the Times be-
came the mout-P,iece of the Anti-Poor Law agitation. Its purpose seemed 
to be to discredit the Whig administration rather than champion a needed 
reform, however.24 The paper attacked Lord Russell with righteous in-
dignation when he yielded to pressure by tne manufactures and issued a 
proclamation. forbidding torchlight meetings. Clearly this violated the 
. Englishmen's right to assembly, the editors p:rotested.25 Later the ar• 
rest of Rev. Josepn Stephens, an active Anti-Poor Law organizer, added 
more fuel to their burning WZ"ath. The editors violent4" opposed the ar-
rest. 
Throughout the agitation for the Charter, the Times systematically 
ignored the demand for universal suffrage and depicted the activities in 
-~.,23Times, May- J, 1842, quoted in Slosson, P• 62. 
.. ._. 
24'. . Hal€vy-, ~ Triumph 2£. Reform, p. 288. 
25Ibid., P• JOO. 
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the Marth. as exclusively an agitation against the Poor Law. While re-
porting the activities and programs of the movement with a fair degree 
ot objectivit7, editorially the Time~ never regarded the Charter or the 
Chartists as a true reform movement. 
The ultra-conservative Blackwood 1s Edinburgh Magazine could find 
nothing in aJlY' of the working class reform activities to comm.end, not 
even the repeal of the Poor Law. The magazine shared the Times' delight 
in reflecting discredit on the Whig Ministry. In a lead article in 
April, 1838, Blackwood's accused the Whigs of adding to the obnoxious 
conduct of the "discontents of the w·ork:ing classes" by their speeches., 
The Whig's Reform Bill of 18.32 "was vicious in principle and dangerous 
in tendency," and now they had. gone even further and given encouragement 
to "popular encroachment" on the govemment.26 The Ministey, said the 
article, contributed to the discontent by irresponsibls language that at-
tacked the Established Church in Ireland and the Attorney General, and by 
uttering "sneers at the House of' Lords;" by showing sympathy to the 
"party in the state who advocates the prosecution ot organic changes in 
the constitution;" and b7 the "countenance which they give to persons 
notorious for their violations of the law. n27 The article urged the 
Ministry to guard the constitution against a:ny new disturbances, to en-
force obedience to all laws, and to increase "dissemination of Christian 
instruction as the one remedy that should be applied to the disease," for 
the "Church and State, the observance of laws and the· di.ffusion of' re-
ligion, are the swn and substance of the British Constitution .. "28 
26nniscontents of the Working Classes," Blackwood's Edinburgh M§!ia-
!.!!!!, XLIII {April, 1838), PP• 427-429. . 
27Ibid., pp. 429-431. 
28Ibid., PP• 432-433. 
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The Chartists were banded together to obtain universal suffrage by 
use of terror, intimidation and violence, Black.wood's informed its readers 
in September, 1939. They desired only universal liberation from taxation 
and division of p:roperty. Only the "lowest, n "most ignorant," and "most 
desperate of the ki:ngdom 11 were involved. The magazine commended the 
Government for making sincere, though tardy, efforts to put down the 
Chartist agitation and demanded that the Government also put an end to 
the Chartist Convention. For six months this convention had night after 
night propagated ''rank seditionn and r'highest treasono n29 This Charter, 
if conceded, would establish a ''Parliament of Paupers, u the journal in-
sisted.JO This would be disastrous since "what the working class under-
stand by political power is just the means of putting their hands in their 
neighbor's pockets.n.3l 
Black.wood's Magazi!).e even questioned the advisibility of the Whig 
Ministry's recognizing the existence of the Charter. Its recog-
nition of the name gave to the pamphlet t,he appearance of a solemn in-
strument coming from some kind of authority, and representing some 
national interest. The Prime Minister also came under fire for,,having 
received a delegation of workers on July 9, 1842, and the paper remained 
confident that he would not so lower himself again • .32 
The Chartist Movement, as depicted by Black.wood's, consisted of a 
2911The Chartists and Universal Suffrage., 11 Bla.c~ood 's Edinburgh 
Magazine, XLVI (September, 18.39), PP• 289=294. 
30nThe Riots, 11 Blackwood 's Edinburgh Magazine, LII (September, 1842), 
p. 411. 
31Blackwood's, XLVI, p. 301 • 
.32MAnti-Corn-Law Deputation to Sir Robert Peel, n Blackwood 's ~-
burgh Magazine, LIII (August, 1842), ppo 272=2730 
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rebellious and revolutionary minority of immoral persons attempting to 
ruin all established law and property in England. Full :responsibility 
tor the growth 0£ the movement lay with the Whig Ministry due to its "ex-
aggerated expectations and unbounded promises" held forth during the 1832 
Reform agitation and to the t1strenuous et.forts which they have ever since 
ma.de to prevent an extension of the religious illsti:tutions of the 
country. tt.33 
The Whigs, however, ware not without defense, since I!!! Edinburgh 
Review adequately represented the cause. It gave full support to the 
administration's new Poor Law., maintain.mg that all 11systematic relief 
of the poor ••• is an interference with the natural order of society as 
resting upon the institution of property •••• It abrogates the temporal 
punishment for vice, indolence, and improvidence •• 0 5-ni/ ••• weakens 
the motives t,o exertion, frugality, self=denial, and foresight o u34 !h! 
Review argued that no legislation would improve the working class po-
sition. The only answer was ~ntellectual, religious, and moral edu-
cation of the working classes that they might form better habits and 
sounder opinions for these would be the principal causes of their eco-
. 35 
nomical improvement. 
Above all else,~ Edi:g_~urgh Revi~,! saw the Char~er agitation as 
obstacle to practical reforms. It would be possible for the Chartists 
to secure their ends perhaps but never through their adopted means. The 
six points of the Charter were neither necessary for the attainment of 
33:slackw'ood's, XLVI, p. 294. 
34,'Legislation for the Working Classes, n ~ Ebi~urgh ~view 2£. 
Critic!1, Review, 83 (January, 184.6) No. CLXVII.,. po 83 .. 
35rbict., p. 94. 
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gl!)od government nor the shortest way to attai.n.mento All govem.ment.s 
would listen to reasonable claims )6 The quarte:rly urged the Chartists 
to study the history of the Anti-Corn Law agitation which conveyed a 
worthy example. That movement confined itself wit,h unswerving control 
to @Ile object, a pra.ctica.l, economical re1'orm, which e.t'f'ected directly 
and powerfully the most intimate interests of the peopleo They attained 
their goal., while on the other hand, the Charter only delayed Pa.rlia.-
mentary enactment of :reforms. Their agitation diver-tad the attention of 
the people from the accessible to the inaccessjhle, the !,g.inburgh told 
the Chal"tistso37 
!h!, Qua.z,terlz ~view counteracted the ~g.inpur~ Whiggery by as ... 
suring its readers that if a Conservative Ministry were in office and 
were to allow riot,s to occur in the towns and then to kill several 
riotePs i:n a feeble attempt to q·lll.iet the demon:strat:i.ons, the Whigs would 
quickly declare it governmental negligenceo The whole problem was one 
o:t derelictior! of duty and inability to exert the power of the law by 
the government, because the Chartists were only misguided lawbreakers, 
declared the Revk'! G.38 
The Chartists themselves supplied the most de1tailed and at the same 
time the most prejudiced accounts of the movemento The various factions 
of Chart.ism had their ow organs of commun.ica.tlon:so Some ot these papers 
were of sound quality and lasted for several y~arsj others 'Wl:;r.e short= 
li.ved, poorl.y=written tracts~ These periodicals made no effort to achieve 
36,'El.ectoral Districts 9 " ~ !_di.nburm ~y_ie,,!'. ~ ,Q:rJ,.J:J.~al Revie.J!, 
95 (January, 1852) No. CXCIII, PPG 242=243a · 
37Ibid., pp~ 244=2450 
38nsketches o:f Popular Tumults.i; n 91!art$'£1!, .R@view)) LXV' (December, 
1839), No. CXXII, PPo 295=2960 
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objectivity, but were founded to serve as a sounding board !or the con~ 
victions and theories of the writers and editors. 
Other than these publications, produced in the heat of the reform 
conflict, Chartist ·definitions and assessments of their movement are 
available in the autobiographies of its :-;:_~tll.{]E'l'.l."S and t:n ~o,mp:il,d;iQ;M <'.ilt• 'their• 
writings o Ro H., Ga:rmnage, a member of the executive committee of the 
Chartist Convention, was the first to produce a history of the movement 
and the writings and speeches or Ernest Jones were published in 19520 
These three works provid~ a striking ex.ample of the diversity in the 
philosophies and personalities of the Chartists. 
Robert H. Ga.mm.age was a native of Northampton. When he was only 
twelve his father died, leaving his mother with five children and a 
future of struggling against severe poverty o Apprenticed to a coach 
trimmer, Gammage first heard the principles of democracy from fellow 
workers. At the age of seventeen he became a member of the London 
Working Men's Association and enthusiastically' worked for the adoption 
of the Charter, lecturing and aiding in the organizing of Working Men's 
Associations. In the latter years of Chartism he became involved in a 
personal and bitter feud with O'Connor and Ernest Jones.39 
Jones, born in Berlin in 1819, was reared and educated in Englando 
His father was a major in the British army and his mother the daughter 
of a well-to-do Kentish landowner a Directed by his father, Ernest's edu= 
cation included intensive attention to langaageso Showing an outstanding 
literary aptitude and ability very earl.Jr, he published prose and poems 
39Ga:mmage, PPo 411=412~ 
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while still quite youngo Later, however, he entered into the study of 
law and was called to the Bar in April, 1844. His years of activity and 
leadership in the Chartist Movement were the years following the Petition 
of 1s4s.4° 
Jones' interest in politics appeared to date from the autumn of 
1844, when he purchased Kearnsey Abbey in Kent. Some speculated that 
this move was made to prepare for a Parliamentary seat. However, the 
purchase resulted only in his financial collapse. This failure, some 
suggest, can be credited with his. conversion to political radicalism~ 
In September, 1845, Jones accepted the position of secretary- to a rail-
road company, and about the same time he became attracted to radical 
polit:l,.cs. His own account says that "In the winter of 1845, having ac-
cidently seen a copy of the Northern Star, and finding the political 
principles advocated harmonised with my own, I sought the executive and 
joined the Chartist Movement. n41 
l.O'l!ett was a Cornishman who migrated to London in 1821. From 
about 1825 he was actively engaged in the manual trades. He personally 
experienced the displacement caused by the factory- system: when compe-
tition from a new trade threw him out of work; he found it impossible to 
join a union for protection because he had not served an apprenticeship~ 
He worked as a craftsman, coffee-house keeper, agitator, journalist and 
schoolmaster. He saw from the inside almost every popular movement of 
the 1830's and 1840's as a member and later President of the Cabinetmaker's 
40John Saville (ed~), Ernest Jones: Chartist, Selections From the 
Writilleis ~ Speeches 2! Ernest Jones rn Introduction~ Notes(Lo:ndon, 
1952), pp. 9 .. 15. 
41 . Ibid., PP• 15=16. 
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Society, store-keeper for the first London Co-Operative Trading Asso-
ciation, secretary of the British Association for Promoting Co-Operative 
Knowledge, a member of the Grand National Consolidated Trades Union, 
founder and secretary of the London Working Men's Association, secretary 
of The Chartist Convention in 18J9, secretary of the National Association 
for Promoting the Political and Social Improvement of the People, and a 
delegate to Sturge 's Complete Suffrage Conference in 1842. 
Several facets of Lovett's character and experience greatly in-
fluenced his view of the movement. First, Lovett spent his adult life 
in London and was inclined to view England with a Londoner's eyes. 
Further, being a skilled craftsman, a member of an exclusive trade union, 
Lovett was not actually of the factory system. He could not know in-
dustrial England with its masses of miners and cotton operat('.;Jl°S of the 
North, without organization or tradition, crowded into towns no better 
than mining camps. The great difference between O'Connor's view of England 
and that of Lovett's explain the difference in their interpretations of 
Chart.ism. 42 
Lovett's major concern was that the working men should gain politi= 
cal rights. Knowing that political power was won and successfully exe-
cuted by informed and reasoning people, Lovett dreamed and worked for an 
educated working class. This process of gradual education and assumption 
of political prominence would eventually elevate the position of the 
workers. He was occasionally' forced to suggest more aggressive measures, 
but they were alien to his character and philosophy. As the most promi= 
nent leader and organizer of the London Working Men's Association in 
421ovett, pp. v-vii. 
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18.36, Lovett defined the purpose and intent of' the association to be the 
promotion of ~rking class unity and education. The Association hoped to 
create "a refiecrting public opinion" which would lead to a gradual im-
provement of the working classes "without commotion or violenae."43 He 
insisted that the Association should concentrate on securing political re ... 
forms and not be "led away by promises of repealing the detested Poor !Aw, 
o:r any or the othev infamous laws which 'Whig and Tory have united to en= 
act, o.... unl.ess the vromise be a.ocompanied by the pledge or universal 
suff'rage 9 and all the othe1" great essenti,a.ls of self ... gover.nment.,"44 
The ma.nif est@es and addresses wr:i tten by Lovett during his a~tbre 
years in the I,@TI.d~n W'©?>king Meno s Asso~iation and the Chartist Mcrveraeli'l':'i;;, 
give a clear indication of his personal views or ChartiSJllo Briefiy, the 
maj@r tlontent or the writings can be stated in four fundamental idea.so45 
institutions; transformation of the institutions was necessary to a.llev.i ... 
ate the evilso "~en we imrestigate the o?'!igin of pauperism,, igmran'i'.iel 9 
misery and crime we may easily trace the black catalogue to excl:usive 
legisl.a.tiono"46 The second principal contention was that the cause @f 
social evils is govermrient by a political oligarchy interested only in 
perpetuating the unjust privilegeso The remedy, Lovett proposed, was 
political de:m.ocra.cy, a Parliament selected from the best of every ~lass 9 
desiring the happiness or allo47 He argued that manhood suffrage was a 
43 6 Ibido, PPo 59= lo 
4,L 
· .LOido il Po 1220 
45As outlined by Ro 
;lt:rll15Sl~£0 
46L@vett, Po 2660 
H., Tawney in Introduction to Lovett 9 Life and ~~
47Ibido9 pp., 119-l20v 
natural 1"lght s1nce the government is tor the benefit of all. 1.rhe Ohal"tist~ 
were not :impracticable schemers, he argued, tor the prinoiples ot the 
Charter were the laws and customs of their ancestors.48 They did not want 
equality.of: political rights in order to "lop oft an unjust tax or useless 
pension, o:r to get a transfer or wealth, power or infiuenoe tor a party," 
but o:nl;r to e.fteot a priobe of' social evils and c:rea te remedies to unjust 
l.aws,,49 
Since he believed education to be necessary for genuine democl"a,ey and 
emanc:ipation9 Lovett declared that the f:l:rst duty or the retQrm.ers was to 
work f'or the creation or a national system or education,, This third . 
principle was ma.de veey explicit in an "Address on the Subject of lf4U,:., 
cation" in 1837; Lovett called the workers "to prepare their minds to 
combat with the errors and enemies or society • .'.. ~nlc yo~ a corrupt 
Government. could perpetuate its exclusive and demoralizing infiueme amid 
a people thus united and inst?'llcted f~t.50 He accused the gove?¥tdng classes 
of purposely making knowledge aceessible only to the rich and protested 
that edu~ation was "not, a charity, but a right, a right deri.vable from 
society itself .... It is the duty of the Government t.o provide the mearas 
or education f'or the whole nation. 1151 
Lastly, Lovett rel t that the cause or democracy was interna:t.io~l .. 
The London ~Torking Men's Association was the first English organization 
to p?"Oduoe 111anif"estoes for f'oreign consumption. Si~ce the governments 
of Europe were in comm.on league to suppress all movements tor NfOl'ttl,9 the 
48Ibid.,, p .. 217. 
49 Ibid., p .. 97. 
5°rtn.d .. , pp •. 94-99. 
51Ibid.', Pu 142. 
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iiro rkers should like•...ds e reel some eommon unity and cause, .tovett rea.soned .• 
In 1W37 the .London Wi::i,rldng Men• s Association published an 1•Add1•ess to 
Wo1 ... k:ing: Glasses of' /!.mer:tca. 11 which began: "C:iticans o.f the A:merl.can Re-
publ:le • We address you j.n the spirit o·t' :frate~ni ty which beoomes working .. 
men i.n all t,he 1,our1t.ries of the world • '* .. the tyrants of' the ·w:ir-ld a.:t"e 
st:~:mg, becexi.se we, the ',,i"Oi"ldng ~illicms are divided. 052 One year later 
they addressed a ma.nif esto to the 111Wo.rking Glasses of .Ent-ope and t~s ... 
pecially to the Polish People,'* proclaiming 1tfellow-producers of Wealth~ 
Seeing that. they are powerful ·thr@ugh your ignorance, 'Why should net we 
unite t© tea.~h our brethren a knowledge of their rights and duties ;,ii53 
he was nl6t silent on the questions or policy that di"rided and 1rmrried 
the Cha!"'tist :Movement., He addressed himself to the two prevalent riuest.ions ~ 
physical-force and a moraJ .. fo:t"ce camp,. In the land controversy '6 ltViret.t 
did not share the C'Gonno·'r' s desire t.(1 see the land na:tionalized, but felt 
farming to be decided on the basis 1..if wh.i.chever l'leemed advisable~ Nati.t.i.n ... 
clemni.f.ication to p:resent landholders, which could only be done by an 
enormous addition to the debt.. Noreo·~:e-r, the State ,;rould be an 11in-
dli'i'erent landlo-rd, lt and the .funds derived from. land ownership would m.:iike 
gu:i.ng that if the land should belong to a11cl be administered sa·lel:y by th<$ 
eom!!'!une, it 1-miuld o.nly be a "reduction of the e,1il within :narz"Owe:1" li:m.:Lt.s; 
1·32 J. ,... 
160,. 
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and bom what we have hitherto experienced ot mum,.oipal and parochial 
government in minor affairs, it does not augur J11Uoh in favor or communal 
government tor.such a purpose." What was needed, he stated, was a useful 
kind of co-operation where the capital and labor would be combined to es-
tablish a unity or interests rather than a oontliot.S4 He never attempted 
to outline the specific progrl.lll the Chartists should tollow in accomplish-
ing this task, however. 
Although he provided the sustaining spirit ot the "moral force camp" 
or the movement, Lovett did not reject all "Oh,ys1oal am practical.' policies 
in his approach to Chart.ism. He certainly' preached moderation and patience, 
convinced that "Whatever is gained. in England by' force, by' force must be 
· sust.ined; but whatever springs from knowledge and justice will sustain 
itselr.n55 Bllt he was willing to entertain the possibility ot physical 
action as the 1-.st weapon of defense. He was seQretary of the drafting 
committee for the 1'Ma.nif'esto of Ulterior Measures" that was drawn up im-
mediately af'ter the subnission of the National PetiUon to Parliament in 
1839. The manifesto labeled the government ot Ei,gl.and a despotism and 
called the industrious classes slaves. "We have resolved to obtain our 
rights," the docUJllent declared, "peaceably it we '1&Y, forcibly if we must; 
but woe to those who begin the war.rare with the millions• or who forci-
bly restrain their peacetul. agitation tor justioe.•56 
O'Connor would later use Lovett's authorship ot this manifesto in an 
et:tort to brand Lovett a· revolutio:nary". Atter !iis· ~ease from jail, 
Lovett tried to counteract the impression or violence conveyed by the 
54:tbid., PP• 436-437. 
s~d., P· 191. 
56 Ibicl., PP• 21~-219. 
~esto ot tn.terior Measures. 0 He did not disclaim the hand he had in 
the mting ot the document but admitted it was an act ot folly. By way 
or rationalization. he wrote that he "sacrificed mu.oh in that Convention 
for.the sake or union and for the love and h4Jpe l had in the cause, and I 
have still vanity enough to believe that it I had not been imprisoned I 
could have prevented many or the outbre,ks and toUies that oocurred~ 1157 
Gammage was not the theorist that Lovett was, being only a worker 
in the ranks or ChartiS1D. And al though he made great claims or ob-
jecti vi ty in the Introduction of' his study of the movement, his views 
wel"Et definitely colored by personal prejudices. This is understandable, 
for he devoted. many years or his life to the cause and felt that it was 
or high merit. To be sure,.he spoke or the weaknesses of the movement, 
poor leadership and irresponsible propaganda, but he hastily added that 
none of this was enough to justify contempt .or pl"()lllOte ~dicule. NQthing, 
it seemed, really: weakened the force or right that he.found in the move ... 
ment. The Goverrment. Gammage•s villian, amed the middle and upper 
classes against the Chart1sts58 and sent the police in to break up Charti.st 
meetings, giving no consideration even to women and children, He called 
the action a ''brutal am unjustifiable o?U1laught upon the ·unamed multi ... 
tudes."59 The Goverrment•s supreme inditi'erenoe "assured· the Chartists 
that nothing short or l;>loody revolution could.ever enable the people to 
wrest their rights from their oppressors.•'60 
Geumriage stoutly maintained that the politi,oal .question was :not the 
57Ibid., PP• 2l2-2l5, 
58Gammage, PP• 107-108, 
59 Ibid., P• 14'.3. 
60Ibid., p. 156. 
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Chal"tists• only concern, Political Nfol"ffls W8J'8 valued as abstract 
justice, as a means of secttri.ng a better social position tor the working 
classes, He ()oubted if there ever were a great political movement or the 
. -
people W.,.thout social origi~_since the chief desire of man, he wrote, is 
to possess the means of social-enjoyment. Sooiel,wro~s t~ught the masses 
the value of political rights; the masses contrast the conditions or the 
enf'?'anchised classes with their own; reasoni~ from cause to effect, they 
arrive at the conclusion that the deprivation of political power is the 
cause of the social anomalies,61 
Gammage detended physical force as a necesaary tenet of Chartism., 
Howev·er, the division within the movement. proved unt"ortunate, playing di ... 
rectly into the bands o.f the middle class, as · each section weakened and 
destroyed the power of the other, Governments are necessarily i,nstitu-
tions of fo:ttQe, both moral and physical, he i~isted. In e1;1tab1ishing 
the laws governments use l!lOral precepts, but fQr' the·entorcement or those 
laws physical power is necessal'Y.62 
~ge's pel'"sonal esteem for the Chartist MoVfi'IJlent is most apparent 
in bis discussion of the relations!Q.p and interact.ion between the Anti .. 
Corn Law League and the Chartists, The middle-class •rmf'aot.u~rs used 
the repeal of the corn laws as bait to draw the pec,ple tl'O!ll their move-
ment for suffrage, . he wrote. They knew that the Chane:, meant the end 
. . 
of the reign of social monopo],.y. Th.,- wanted to dtv,rt the people's at... 
tention to only one mcmopoly--that or the landlords. . Describing the corn 
laws as the one great source of socialmisel"Y of the working classes, the 
manufacturers pictured the repeal of those laws as the pall!J.qea f'or all 
61 Ibid., PP• 14-15, 
62™-d, t PP• 95-96, 
ills, while they told t~e people they had no ol;>jeotion to the Charter, in 
its proper time. But the Chartists did not fall for the bait, Gammage 
claimed, since they were able to thwal't the com law l'epealers in most 
all their efforts. Most authorities agree the Anti ... Com Law League did 
irreparable damage to the Chartist cause by siphoning otf many or their 
leaders and:masses or their.followers, luring them. with a promise or 
cheap bread. Not so Gammage, who contended that the Chartists drove "the 
Free Traders into holes and corners."63 
Gammage published his study in 1854, when Chartism was still a live 
and somewhat active force in England. He concluded hi,.s book with an ap... 
peal for the working men to learn from. the "failings" or some or the 
Chartist leaders, undoubtedly referring to O'Connor, who Gammege f'elt 
had "wl"ecked" the movement. Imitate their virtues nther than their 
weaknesses, he counselled. He considered the wrec~ed cause as still a 
noble one and one which would again revive.64 
Jones, of all the Chartist leaders, most nearly approached a 
Marxist position.65 From his earliest Chartist. career, the influence of: 
Marx am Engels on his developing soeialism was decisive. · At first the 
influence C8111e through Julian Harney, a fellow Chartist, who had for 
~everal years been an admirer of Marxian thoug~t. Later Jones knew and 
corresponded with both Marx and Engels, and.Jt the same tue r~ined in 
close oontaot with the emigr{ German m~vement :i,.n LQndon. The ability to 
speak and read German fluently allowed hit!\ to become acquainted with the 
leading ideas of the Communist Manifesto •. Other than Harney, Jones was 
63Ibid., PP• 113-115. 
64:rbid., p. 442. 
65saville, P• 82. 
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probably the only Chartist who read and concurred ¥1th the German social-
ists and attempted to apply their ideas to the part,iaular problems of the 
English workers.66 
Jones•s statements defining al'li clarif'y:lng Cl1artism retleoted his 
gradual involvement in Marxian theories. Rls tirst public statement of 
Chartist principles was mre radical .than socialist, dealing with ab. 
·stract ideas rather than progrlUl'lS and policies. He stated& 
It is because I wish to see a government that governs 
tor the gene:ral good, instead of indiv.ldual interest-a 
House of C011111ons that shall represent a people instead ot 
a party •• a church that shall be something more tha~ a 
portion tor the younger sons ot titled houses--in time a 
liberal da11ooracy instead ot a tyrannic-1 olig•~hy, and 
it is because I believe the People's Charter alone calcu-
lated to ensure these results6that I am desirous.of be-
coming one ot your delegates. 7 
In January ot 1847, Jones became joint editor with O'Connor ot l'b!, 
Labourer. This publication devoted most of 1 ts oe>lumns to the discussion 
ot the ainls ard objects of the land movement.68 In June, 1848, Jones was 
arrested and charged with seditious behavior and unlawtul assembly. After 
spending two years in prison, he returned to his Chartist activities and 
began publishing his weekly Notes .12. ~ People. 69 
The Notes ~!lu!. Pegple contain the essence ~t &11 Jfnet!J's personal 
interpretation ot the Chartist Moveent. Many·ot·the ideas and even the 
phrases are Marxian in origin. In one artia1e·he assured his readers 
that "tbe capitalists ot all kinds will be our roes as long as they 
exist••• theref'ore they milst be put down•••• We must have class against 
66Ib1d., PP• 26-27. 
67Northem ~. May 9, 18!16, quoted 1n Sav.U.l.e, p. 19. 
68 Sav1lle, P• 24. 
69 Ibid., P• 46. 
"'11 11 t·h . ~ f . .:.' . I...& 1170 c.i.ass • ,. • a . o · er m~ue o · p:roceeuing ~s mo~n..c:;m:n.e •. 
Apparently Marx: and 'Eng~ls recognized Jones's ability to popularize 
thei1• the~ries in Ingland. 'I.'he:tr lettei·s reveal that they :'!"f')ga1•ded him 
~s thefa• best channel to the minds of the English workifl.g masses and 
hc,:ped to use his ability. Ji:ngels, for example, Wl'.*ote to Marx on Na:rch 18, 
Th-om all I see, the Chartists are so CQmpletely dis-
organized and scattel'ed, and at the same time so shol't of 
useful people, that they must either fall com"DlefAlV to 
pieces and degenerate into cliques••• Qr they must be re-
constituted on an entirely new basis by a fellow wno knows 
ri.is business. Jones is quite on the r:l,ght lines for this, 
and we may well say that he would not have got on the right 
road without our teaching, for he t4'0uld never have dis.. · 
covered how the only basis on which the Chartist party can 
be reconstituted, namely the instinctive hatred of the 
workers for the industrial bourgeoisie.?l 
They continued to maintain.contact with Jones and his ·work, with some 132 
letters passing between Marx and Jl)igels between the years 1847 and 18.54 
n1aking di:r,eot reference to Jones. 72 
'!he necessity of systematized organization for the achievement of 
scientific socialism filled Jones•s messages to the populace. The last 
letter he wrote to the Chartists before his trial declared that they had 
one du.ty, and that was to organize. And in the Nol'them ~ Qn Apri.l 8, 
1848, he stressed the need for organization since ''trl.~hout it a people 
is a mob: bu.t with it becomes an army."73 
The importance of economic factors also rece'5rved more attention in 
Jon.es• s consideration of the origin and p~se of the n;ovement than in 
70Motes li:2, ~ Peoele, Vol. I, P• 34~, quoted by Saville, p, 172. 
7lsaville, p. 40. 
72lbid., Appendix. 
73Ibid., P• 28. 
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etther Lo,,ett•s or Gammage•s. He believed that the ,.,orking classes had 
little s~pathy with the struggle .for political rights u:n,less they could 
foresee ret;1ults in social benefits. Assured that the masses did not fully 
understand the lin.lc betlreen political powel' and social reform, he felt it 
necessary to hold up "the Big u,af" beside the 9'Cap ot liberty, tt74 Trade 
uni .. ons and co-ope:rat;lves would not secure this "Big Loaf" or any advantage 
for them since they were "lamentable fallacies" and "misdirections or time, 
means a,id energy."75 Only an e.f':f'ective national organization could bring 
victory; thus all needed to combine under the banner o:t' the Charter. 
11'he land should be nationalized, Jones agreed, but only on a national 
basis with national planning and execution. The large :t'arm system. wh®n 
?l"Operly carried out proved a "thousandfold" better than the.$1'!all farm 
system, he contended, and the fams should be owned by the state and 
managed by the people. The ultimate goal was to be the b:,;-inging or large 
masses or labor power to the appropriate masses of land. The problem as 
it existed was that large ram systems h4d capital but employed little 
labor, while the small f'am suffered rrom a lack orcanital. 'l'he two must 
. . , 
be combined, Jones urged, an~ it must be done nationally, not on the small 
Ot1erd. te community basis. ?6 
The call for the "Big Loaf" and the nationalization of land l'epre-
sented a·mQl'e revolutio:nary.Chartism.than bad been envisioned according 
to J'ones• s first uttel"Qnces. As he ~aid in October, 1850, soon after his 
release from prison: 
74Northem star, August 10, 1~50, quc,ted in Saville, PP• 111 ... 112. 
75Notes ~ the f'eople, Vol. II, p. 976, quoted in Saville, PP• 194-
19.5. 
. 76Notes !,2. ~ People, Vol. !, pp. 2.51 .. 2.5?, quoted in Saville, ::rp .. 
111-li-145. · 
I went into your prison a Chartist, but••• I have oome 
out of it a Republiean. You may tell them, in the s~ech 
fol' whic'.Q you arrested me I spoke of a gre;9en flag wa~ng 
Qver Downing Street. I have changed my colour since then 
~-it shall be a red one now.?7 . 
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'the meaning of Chart.ism, therefore, not orA,y differs from Charlist to 
Chal'tist but often changes in that meaning a~e readily.discernible in an 
indi ,:,idual • s definition as he and the movement matured. 
77rbrthern Star, October 26, l850, quoted in Saville, p. 113. 
CHAPTER III 
CHARTISM: THE SOCIALISTS' INTERPRETATIONS 
· The diversi t7 seen 1n the cont•i,qrary aqoounts ot O~rtism is only 
compounded and 111\iltiplied by the later writings about the movement. The 
conteporaries who saw, knew, or read first-hand or the Charter agitation 
.differed on the essence, procedure, aim~, and outcome of the working-
class demands. So di,d later historians; and so do they 79t. SUbsequent 
. interpreters of Chartism fall into three·general categories:· historians 
who have presented Chartism as an example of ci.ss conf'liot with revo-
lutionary tendencies based on an unhealthy distribution or wealth; those 
I' 
who gave major •phasis to political factors and implications of the move-
ment; and those who emphasized the social discontent and upheaval of the 
times and their contributions to the rise or Chartism. 
One of the most important factors in the shaping of all historical 
literature after the middle ot the nineteenth century was the same uni-
versal phenomenon that produced Chartismitselt •• industrialization~l The 
advance of modern tec;hnology.and the.•terial p~gress.of the nineteenth 
century had profound effects mt onl:, upon h1stol"1 but also upon the writ-
• 
ing of history. Thus during the second balf' or the century there developed 
a more scientific, critical, and scholarly appl"oach, to historiog;raphy and a 
move toward specialication. · Historians began to de,.]. with either cultural, 
.political, economic, religious, or social forces and instit'lltions in history., 
· 
1James Westfall Thompson, A Riston; .2!, Historic~ Writing (New York), 
1942), Preface. . . · · · · 
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The machine age, with its'u:rbanization, "proletarianization," 
scientitic methodology, and tremendous economic pressures, gave the 
greatest impetus to the econom.ie c.onsiderations in history. Resulting in 
the rise or a new school or historiography uswly designated as ''histori-
Qal materialism,"2 this embJ-aces the interpretations that dwell on the 
importance or economic factors on the political and social structure or 
society. 
The ultimate expression or this historical materialism is found in 
the writings ot Karl Mal"X and Friedrich Engels. Marx's theory of scien-
tific socialism and his dialectic method were not the first to emphasize 
economics as the greatest determinant or the course or hist~ry, but there 
can be little doubt that his system sharply challenged the prevailing 
historiography and influenced most pointedly the development or social 
and economic history. Many later historians acknowledged a great debt 
to Marx for his pioneering or economic determinism in hUlllan history, al ... 
though they rejected his rigid Marxian theory/3 
This interest in economlc and material influences on political and 
f I I 
social institutions gained a new following in the e,rly twentieth centu!"Y, 
when many Englishmen becmne concerned with the effects or industrl.aliza ... 
tion upon their society. The machines that were to hs,ve produced luxuries 
and.to have provided a better lite for all had in fact :reduced many to 
slave labor, and tnese unfortunates reaped,none r>t the awal'ds or mechani-
zation. Maey began to appl.y the theories and p}4losophy of the English 
and French Utopian Socialists, Christian Sociali~ts, and Yia.rxian Scien-, 
titic Socialists to a reevaluation of all history and to propose great 
2irritz stel"ft (ed.), The Varieties g!, Histo17 .ll3!. Voltaire ~ 
Present (New York, 1956), p. 145. · · 
3 Ausubel, P• 327. 
changes fo~ the tuture. Chartism., as a working class movement, received 
much attention f'l"o.m. these new socialists, for in the histoey and program 
or this labo~ agitat~on they found expression of their o~T?l socialist 
themes. And although the People's Charter was -political. in its demands, 
ma,v el.ements or Chartism lend themselves to a 1ooiali1t interpretation. 
The physica.1 conditions or the :English working ola11e1 in the early 
ni.neteenth oentuey were unbelievably bad, and the ref'orms demanded were 
to ultimately relieve these conditions. The earlier attempts of the 
working class to better their situation through trade um.one relied 
solely on economic pressures. There is nN.ch to sup.port the contention 
that class consciousness was fairly well developed. Without exeept,:lo~ 
the leaders or the Chartists eonsider-ed themael ves working men, and were 
regarded as such by their followel'S •. · I,aboring men manned the movement. 
with t,he except.ion o:t honorary met1i'be?-s and an inf'iltration from the Anti ... 
Corn-Law 1,eague. H.epudiation or the Hefom Bill of 1832 by the Chtu-tists, 
which may be regarded as a complete breach with the middle class. ex-
emplifies the existence of' class divisions. 
Many of the Chartists• writings and Sl)eeches also su~poJft, the vlew 
o.f. Chartism as a resu1 t of economic !'actors and a step rorv ... -ard in the 
evolu.tion of' a socialist program. All Cha.rtist leade?'S and publi.cations 
· -.de :toefeMnae to the economic p1'Qblems of the workers as they leveled 
· demands •nd. accusations against the landlords and cGl!Dlleroial classes. 
,;..--· 
They spoke or t-ents, th, pl"i.ce of f'ood, and wages. Certain segment.a and 
leade;rs within the loosely-associated movement dwelt heavily upon eco .. 
name problems and -..,roposed eccmomic t"ather than poli tioal ~ea,ns' o:t 
ao~eving their goals. For example, 1;.~ works of ~·eargus c,• Connor might 
easily convince a histonan that the movement was shaped totally by 
economio forces and that the participants desired onl,y a l'edistribution 
or wealth. O'Connor anc:I his followers o•Ued tor the enactailent of his 
unique "land plan." He submitted details tor consideration to the 
Chartist Convention in September, 184'.3. This plan, reneoting his hatred 
ot machinery and the taotol"Y' sys~em, proposed to remedy the evils or the 
system by returning the people tp the land. Qi.ganimed on a corporation 
basis, o•connor•s land scheme called tor world.ng men to buy shares in the 
"Chartist Land co.Opel'&tive SoQ1ety." These shal'8s could be purchased in 
weekly installments. The land cOlllpany planned to bly estates on the open 
market and divide them into small holdings. . Tenant rent was to be very 
lo~;-"rive per cent per annum, and all pl'Oceeds from the rent were to be 
reimrest;d •. in more land tor the company. The scheme gained ottioial 
sanction by the National. Convention in 1845. Dile to the comparative 
prosperity of the period following and the lack of business ability on 
the part or O'Connor, the program met with little success, although some 
)a-nd was purchased and a few artisans returned to tal'llling.4 
During the campaign tor the Land Company, O'Connor won the admira-
tion and dieoipleship ot Ernest Jones; wl1o had tor some time been 
actively engaged in agitating tor democratic and social reforms. Jones 
bec&llle the co-editor or two C~rtist papers owned and edited by O'Connor. 
The Hort.hem Star, which gives the best and.most coapNhensive account ot 
the happenings.and programs of ChJJ'tim, was established by O'Connor in 
1837, .. 'l'O . publicise and encourage participation in ~11 land scheme he be-
gan publication of a second paper, The l,boUl'er, in 1847. As pointed out 
earlier, most of .Jones•s writings show a clear eumple ot Marxian in-
n.uence, 
Another socialist theory can be found in J. Bronterre O'Brien's 
c· 
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Bl'onterre•s National .Refomel', also a Chartist publication. 08 Bt'1.en did 
nqt ravo~ Jones•s comprehensive collective schemes but insisted the land 
should be redistributed by the gove-rnment.5 Moreover, the tone or the 
1839 Chartist Petition to the House ot Commons gave vent to class hos-
tility and pointed especially to fiscal opp~essions. The petitioners 
maintained that England was a land or enterprising merchants and in-
dustrious working men which had enjoyed a prolonged period or peace, and 
yet they still existed in great surre.r:l..ng. 1 'axes were high, they insisted, 
and the workhouses were full. The Reform Bill ot 1832 promised to remedy 
this g~ave situation, but the poor of England had been bitterly deceived. 
'11he petition dogmatically deela~d that the laws which made (ood deaf' and 
money scarce must be abolished. They demanded that .taxation be made to 
fall on propei.-ty, not on industi-y. 6 Oha.l"ti.st pat'ticipation in the Anti-
Corn T..aw agitation showed also th$t the masses may h•ve been more desi:t"ous 
of cheaper food than of the right to vote. The speeches of c•connor. 
Jones. and Stephens wel"e filled with re.i"eren<?es to revoluti.ons, riots~ and 
demands for economic gains for the working class. 
The intensity of the class conflicts and revolutionary desiNs within 
Chari.ism has always divided historians. Their interpretations have a 
broad nnge. Some proclaim economics to be the most impor+;ant of the 
fe.ctors that produced and molded Chart.ism, others feel that the political 
demands or Chartism were wholly a product or the economic dep?"essions. 
while still othel"S present the movement as the begimdng of active so1!ial ... 
ism in England, and the extremists see in Chartism the fit'St example of 
the "inevitable class struggle" beli"eved to be emerging in every ~api tali st 
5 Slosson, p. 42. 
6Galnmage, PP• 96-98. 
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society. 
karl Man and Friedrich Engels, contemporaries or the mo"V"ement, 
treated it as a laboring cla11 struggle aga:l.net the cap.italls·t srstm. 
Their m.tings show grea·t sympathy and enthusiasm tor ChaJ't.ism, seeing in 
it fulfillment or their predictions or class struggle and possible basis 
for international socialism..? Marx in his earliest writings recognized 
the unique position of ~mgl.and in the mid-nineteenth century. As the 
starting point and principal. .. locale of industrial capitalism, Britain be-
came the home of the most powerf'ul bourgeoisie and the largest proletariat 
in the world. British meNbants dominated the commercial scene throughout 
the centu'.ey'.8 For Marx, England was the "veritable laboratoryn where the 
forces ot capitalism were most prevalent. In order to investigate the 
nature or capitalist methods he turned to their "classical grounds," 
J•ngland~ 9 whe-re all agrarian li:f'e was made subordinate to capitalist ex-
ploitation .. He dl"ew a great deal or his material and illustrations tor 
la!, Kapi tal f'rom Bd tish hi story. HeN the rural :popu.1ation was uprooted, 
\1.ll:ages razed, farm buildings destroyed,. and the land put to new use.. As 
a result, traditional society was completely "subverted and the conditions 
ot production t,ere so shaped historically as to permi·t the most favorable 
investment or capital," while the "great masses o:f people were suddenly 
and forcibly tom away f'rom their means of subsistence, am hurled on the 
labor market as •.:tree proletarians. ••tlO 
7siosson, P• 27. 
Bsolomon moom, ·rhe. "'M,rld !! Nations: ~ ~u~ S?t. the Na,!i~nal .. !;!;ell ... 
cations in the wbrk of Karl Marx (New York, l l)j Po i?}ff., 
~------.--
9i.s Kapital, I, vi, P• 682, quoted in m.oom, P• 100. 
lOfJas Ka'Pital, It vi, p. 682, quoted in m.oom9 Po 102~ 
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'l1he bourgeoi.s ... proleta:riat issue .must then be settled first in England, 
Marx asserted. :Bngl.and must set the pattern, i~or if' she, the most powerf'ul 
eaonomically, were to become socialist many countries would follow her 
example, while the l"emairdng ones wuld be too weak to resist the tide. 
On the other hand, if England did not e1nbra.ce social:i.st doctri.ne she was 
strong enough to thwart the new o~der in any other outpost. Capitalism 
had to be hal·ted i:n its original and strongest center,.,ll 
English labor also received much attention in Marx's wri.tings, for 
during the 1840's and 1850's 9 when he formulated his major e~onomic and 
political ideas, Chartism stood as the :most promi.sing popular ref'ot'!l'l move-
ment in the world.. Marx i'elt the English Wtl>rkers, as a 1t"evolutionary 
class, were destined to lead the victorious cause of the exploited workers 
everywhere. In 1847 he spoke thus in London on the Polish Question: 
The victory or the }i:nglish F'rolet.aria.ns ave'.!" the .E:Ktglish 
bourge01isi.e is .. ,. " detJisi -ve :t·~,r ·the "V:l.<ct,6>!'Jv @f all :01;?= 
pressed people over their oppil•esso:t>s '9".,.. You Cha:~t.:ists 
need not express pious hopes for the eman~ipation or 
nationalities.. Defeat your own i.nterrnal enemies and 
you may then have the proud consa;iousness o:f h.a"rlng de .. 
feated the whole old society.,12 
England's active labor mo,,rement would assure that the reforms w,ulcl 
aocomp.1ish radical social goals, Marx oonteri.ded" He fo-resaw that tbe 
democratization of the English su:f:t~age would be a .. :i'ar mo·!"e S(llt!lial:lsti.ci 
measure than anything which has been htmt>l.t'ed with that name on the Conti-
nent .. nl3 The :failure of' England to sha.r,e in the Rewlut:ioins @f' lc4'3 die- .... 
appointed Marx greatly but did not dest:N:ly his fa.i th in Cha:r1;ism., And 
when the business recovery of 1849-18.50 dimmed the pr©spe~ts of' direiet 
11moom, p. 107. 
12s::zntliche Werke, VI, pp. 359 ... 60, ,10.()ted in Blt~<f),m,i p,., 108., 
13Mew ~ Tribttne!f August 25, 1852, pQ 6j) qu,(D)\\',ed in Bl~c,:!\'i 9 p •• 108,, 
proletarian uprising, Marx remained ~onfident that revolution was "just 
as certain as another cle·eline in the business cut"ve., ~,14 
Gradually during ·the 1850' s and 1860~ s the course oi' e·11ents in 
:England forced Mu."X 'to moderate his orpinl.on of ·the revolutionary nature 
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of the Chartist Movement.., In 18.52 he wrote o:f' "know:1edge acquired by some 
of the pq)p1ular leaders that the people at>e too indolent to create, fer the 
mom.ent, a mo,rem.ent of their own '"'"" 1.1he mass of the Cha:rtists, too, are 
at the present :moment absorbed by ma.ter>i.al pl4'0du.ot.ion,, •• Still, he 
maintained 'the decline was temporaey and that a.t "all poir1ts, the nu~leus 
o:r the pal"ty i.s reorga.ni.zed, and the ~ommunieations reestablished, in 
En.gland as well as in St~otland II and in et~e:nt <?Jf a idomY!l\lllr,!lal and poli ti-
cal crisi.s 9 the importance of the present noiseless activity at the head-
quarters of Chartism will be felt all over Great Britain.,.,1.5 
Later major changes a:pp,ea!l'"ed in Ma:t':X: 11 s p1:.eaietions f"..f a revolutionary 
future f'or England~ He began to cruesti©n the poissibllity of attatik:lng 
capitalism at its English ''hea1>t" and ~onsideil'ed the e.et·wisability of 
continental count:r·ies, insisting all the trld,le that. the 1•et,o:nomlc founda ... 
"i' f. tion" of revolutions was nalways laid in ~1gla.Y1do i\i..i .. .: 
W:>rking Men's Inte;i-nationa.l (1864) disclit>sed his pel"Soinal es·timate l!Jf the 
weakness of Cha.:r.tlst, scieial:lsm.. 1'hie Cr.al""i;,lsts cJoiuld 1only ~·d ticize the 
capi talistle mode ttf proidu,~t:i.();n w'hi~h they •(l)@ttld n(;')l't e,q:·»'.lLain n~::t· gain 
mastery over,, They ie@w.d only r.ejEl~t lt as et1:rllt) he ©ttnt~i:m.1ted .. 17 
lL Ibid. 9 Jilly 2'? 9 J.857 ll p,, 5 si qtt©t.ed in Bl©@:m~ ]:i:o 10'8., 
15Ibid., November 25, 1852, p;a 6,, q'i.iJ.oited in B1M'.:it9 p .. 10,. 
16Ibid., September 6, 1870 ;i Po 7, q1.w,ted in Bl©()'.!ft 9 pp,.. 10&..109" 
Only during the short period from 1845 to 1850, were Marx and Engels 
in personal contact and never tor extended periods of time. Yet for the 
next twenty years they carried on an extensive co~espondence, while each 
read the other's articles before publication. Engels often provided Marx 
wlth living :funds and obtained data on industrial lite tor his writings. 
Both were made available because Engel.s's father held maeymanutaoturing 
interests on the continent and in Manchester, England. Little theoreti-
cal difterenoe is to be found, there.fore, in Marx's and Engels•s interpre.. 
tations of the English situation in mid-nineteenth century and o:r the 
histoey and :f'Uture of Chartism. · 
Engels went to England in the 1840's as an agent of his father's 
spinning mills, and while there associated himself' w:lth the popular re-
tom movements, becoming intimately acquainted v1 th the develop119nts in 
the capitalist industry. He, too, believed Chartism to be the vanguard 
ot the socialist al'!llY' and remained convinoed that a revolutionary clash 
between the workers •nd capitalists in England was inevitable. This he 
made explicit in his study, l'.!!!. Condition 2!, :.Ylt 'M,rking Class !!! &nglanq 
.. 18 
'1U 18441 Admitting the political nature or the 111ovanent, he maintained 
it was only natural the.+.. the Chartists should tirst attack the political 
power ot the bourgeoisie. From its beginm,.ng to 1843, he observed, 
Cha~ism was not sharply separated from the bourgeoisie, and the dii'fer-
ence·between the bourgeoisie Radicalism and the radicalism of the workers 
was practically nonexistent. The attempt or the bourgeoisie to use the 
Chartist organi~ation to work for the repeal of the Corn Laws in 1845, 
however, and the refusal. of the Chartists to be so manipul.ated, finally 
purified Chartisa of all bourgeoisie elements. At this stage the workers 
18(IJ>ndon, 1892). 
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realized that the capitalists desi:red free competition and free trade 
only to serve their own interests, and thus rightly began to view them as 
enemies. This to Engels explained the ••ditterence between Chartist demo-
cracy and all previous bourgeoisie democracy"• Chartist d•oc!"acy was 
social in nature and thus tl'l4y a class movement~l9 
Engels claimed that by 1844 there was "no longer a mere politician 
among the Chartists ••• they realize they must either suooumb to the 
power of competition or overcome it."20 Naturally, he Wl"Ote, the world.ng 
men would propose to alter the law, since they had no respect for the 
bourgeois law and submitted to it only because they ~t. · The proposed 
"proletarian law," the People's Charter, demanded a democNtic basis for 
the House of Commons. "In Chartism it is the whole working class which 
rises against the bourgeoisie, and attacks, first of all the political 
power, the legislative rampart with which the bourgeoisie has surrounded 
itself'."21 The Chartists• role was, therefore, to purity English social-
ism ot its bourgeois taints, so that it would be the true intellectual 
leader of the English masses and would direct English history. 22 
The Chartist Move111ent, however, never evolved to this position, and 
in 1881 H. M. ~n, an English disciple ot Marxian theory, worked to 
revive a democratic federation of working men in England. Hyndman at 
that trime discussed with Marx the advis\bility of attempting to restora-
tion of the Chartist Movement. 1'Jhile the idea held some appeal to him, 
Marx doubted its feasibility. The federation ot working men organized by 
... l9Friedrick . Engels, :EJ1!, Condition !!, !ht Worldng Class !!! England !! 
~ (London, 19.52), PP• 235-236. · 
20Ibid. 
21Il:.dd • , P• 228. 
22Ibid., PP• 236.238. 
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Hyndman. later kno1>m as the Social De1nocratie P"edera.t.ion, adopted a program 
oi" working for political rights, 1 ts most radical tenet being the advoeacy· 
o.r the nationalization or land. 23 
Hyndman' s study o.f English socl.al.ism" Ib.!. His·to·rical Basis 2t. Sor,i'!!.-
~J!J! !,n i9gland,24 written in London in 1883, applied Marxian theories to 
an analysis ot Chart.ism. In the l~tace • H;vndman acknowledged his H1:n-
debtedness to the.famous Getman historical school or political economy 
headed by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels." His few footnotes refel"'!"ed 
almost exclusively 'to Marx and Engels; he gave no other bibliography. 
Hyndman contended that the Chartist Movement grew out of the con-
diti(!)ns eaused by the Heform Bill or 1832, the depression, and the irew 
Poor ot.aw which closed a safety valve. The Chartist politi.cal pr~gram was 
thus a restatement of the old demands or the earlier years in the century; 
ho-11:ieve:r, the leaders had brooder objecti.~res in mind.. 'the demands, :f'~ttnde:61 
in t,he ll'.nglishmen• s oli.m history, asked for restoration of rights English ... 
men had once enjoyed, something the continent..al revolutions could no~ do .• 25 
the National Convention, whi,c,h eomrened in 1..ondon· i.n 1839, Hyndman por.,. 
trayed as an "imposing democratic parliament. which might. pe~'t"haps, have 
led to some real step i.n advance, had .. u the Chartist leaders jJie:l{/ ...... 
O"J'e~estimated their own strength, and passed i°esolutions at their meeti.ngs 
which only provoked, without fri.ghtening the dominant classes. 1126 He p:r'O-
ceeded to attack the New Poor Law ·with soolalist v.l,go'.r', saying that the 
23Harry Wellington :Laidler, ! Hi§tor;r .2!, §S!S!!!~ r~W'!:1.&~\ ( New YtJ'f'k'I 
1933), p .. 232. 
211-(l;andtm, 1883; .. 
2511. M. Hyndman, ·Th!, Historl~al ~ .2'1. Sacia1J;§P! !!! Engl~ 
0:.cndon, 1883), P• 208. 
26Ibid:., p.. 209" 
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political economists lfflreasoned from. a f'-lse principle" and did r1ot take 
:into account the fa,e·t that the ?$tional wealth had increased more -rapidlly 
than bad the poor tax. The law was a Whig move to "starve the poor from 
the land, 1' the me.asure passed when there was a great accumulation of' 
wealth being "squandered on useless wars" and in 11 gnorant torEtign 
speculatio.ns, '*27 
11he gulf' between the ·wo:rker and the capitalist widened to dangerous 
proportions1, Hyndman continued. The skilled worker became wo:rse off than 
the serf' or seven centuries eal'llier, for the latter had been slave to a 
master, but the f(()mter was sla'Ve to a whole class. Throughout this period 
the state raised "lai.ssez ... fai.re0 and individual rights o:f property 'ito the 
height of a political and social religion," no thought being given to 
eheetd.ng the authority of. the f'actcey owners. 28 And these factory owners 
did not .. <t!al"e if chi.ld:ren lived or died, if homes were b:z"<l,ken and demo'.'t'ali"" 
zed by an absent and ei~rerworked miother 9 i:t' their fellt'iwmen li1:ed w@rse 
and utter uns"rup:ulousness .... " had not the sl.igh·test 111e:r'l'!y u:po·n the pe1'.~;1,le 
who, by their unpaid labor,. p,rovided them with their fcrt,unes .. ~29 ·the 
agitation .for the repeal. or the Corn I,aws proved this.. '1/ioiously atta,c:ker:1 
as a capitalist mo".re to pre,;tect their own intet1est and designed 1'~~ thei? 
sole benefit, the Anti ... Got"n Law agitation was credited by Hyndman wit.h 
27-, •. '3 lbl.uoj 
28 Ibi.d •• 
29Ibi.dl!I, 
5'.3 
causing the failure or the Chartists to carry out aiv portion of' their 
political program. Since competition tor jobs was so strong among wage-
earners, cheaper wheat would only mean the worker could and would work 
for lower wages, the difference going to the capitalists• pockets rather 
than to the workers•. Most or the socialtst leaders saw through the trick 
at once, but the middle class program, backed by much money and strong 
leadership, displaced the masses' loyalty to the Charter. The .Anti-Com 
Law agitation was thus "a red herring trailed across the path or democracy." 
Hyndman insisted that the world.ng class should have held aloof f':rom "their 
most dangerous enemies, the capitalists, and used their organized force to 
insist upon concessions before they moved at all, they wou1d scarcely ~ve 
failed to secure some advantage • ..JO 
Both groupings within Chart.ism, the "physical force" and the "moral 
fo:rce" factions, could be blamed for 1.a.ck ot Chartist advantage, declared 
Hyndman, and both were partly right and partly wrong. Since the physical 
force men lacked the power to carry out their program, they should have 
preached peace until they did have; and since the peaceable men could 
never hope to carry out all their program by vote, they should have set 
to work to organize their f'o:rce.31 In conclusion, Hyndman admitted that 
the great revolutionary wave of 1848 produced little ef'f'ect upon England 
and that the workers all over the ci viUzed world were forced to accept a 
lite spent in hovels and workshops. Nonetheless, the Chartists who were 
imprisoned and punished for their activities, men such as O'Brien and 
Jones, were the "martyrs of' the English Proletariat, and whenever again 
the workers of our country combine in e~rnest to f'ree thei;r own class from 
JOibid., PP• 223-227. 
31Ibid., p. 211.. 
cap:ltalist thralldom, let them not be U'mtl.indful o:f 'tho~e who• in less 
happy days, struggled and suffet>ed to save the poor ,,rho should come t·ro:m 
oppression and wro.ng .. n32 
V., l: .. Lenin perpetuated and echoed this revolutionary Marxian inter ... 
pretation into the Post-Marxian period by his twentieth century eomments 
on the writings of Marx and :f.!)lgels. :r.vtphatieally he st~ted that England 
gave the '!!.-orld "the first broad, truly mass a.niJ poli tical1y C\lea.r ... ~ut 
proletarian re-v·olutit!naey movement, Chartism, tt and that the movement 
"'b:Fllliantly antir~i:pated :mu©h that the fu:tu.re ?Jl.arxian was to prea~h~ ,a3 
He felt that the rewltrtiona.ey irri.age or Chartism had been greatly da.'f.taged 
by the reaction t@ the '!l"'e'frolutiemaey period of 181}8 and 1849,J The :ff.~= 
acti.ona.ries desire always to stamp out all revolutionary tra.di tions 9 ideasj 
and slogans, and to represent the 1"1:lv©l.ution as "eleme:r1tal madness," he 
the E..~glish li'a.bian m ters Beat:t-icie and Sidney Webb, de~lat•:tng: n1•1twse 
obtuse eulogists of English philistinism., the Webbs, tey tei represe:«t 
. .. ; .. 
childisb.ness, as •sowing 'Wi.ld oats,• a.s a p.1ece of naivete unwo:t>'thy a.f. 
serious attention .. u34 
A.ctualJ.y the Webbs were not usually viewed as :t•ea~tionar:ies.. 'l"hey 
were sometimes considered revisionists due to their active involvement in 
organized in 1H84, ,;rorked for the gradual spt'E!ad of' s@(::1:,:ilist ideas and 
th;r©iughout its history attracted the ima.ginati.on, eowuibnen~ am ~f'f't(:!:"ts 
33v 1·" ·r·· • ·,,i 
.. 9 . ,en:in, £~1'-£, 
34Ib"~ "l9 1.u., Po 2_, b 
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of many writers. The use of the pen and logic were often their most po-
tent weapons; Sidney Webb (later the Earl or Pass.field) and his wife, 
Bea.trice, George D. H. Cole, Bernard Shaw, and R.H. Tawney were among the 
productive apologists of Fabian ideals. 
If' the Webbs and the others were reactional"ies, the;y reacted against 
the mood and mode or the nation's history as it had been written during 
the nineteenth century. Overwhelmingly '4Mg in vantage point and inter-
pretation, the history of.England written by Englishmen had teemed with 
individualism, laissez-faire, and national and UJ)l>9r class superiority .. 
The new twentieth-century Fabian-oriented socialists used economic 
history to cloud the surface tranquillity·and healthiness which the upper 
class had presented to the world through their histories. The scientific 
socialism or the Marxians failed to win the Fabians• wholehearted support, 
since ideas were more important to them. They accepted the theory that 
social and political ideas were largely products of economic forces, but 
they also felt that ideas usually persist long after the cil"Oumstances 
which brought them forth had disappeared, and sometimes even events con.. 
form to ideas. They lrere, then, a product or English socialism, Utopian 
and Christian in ol"igin, more than Gel'lllan.35 Their interest in the 
Chartist Movement, therefore, centered on the movement's evolutionary 
socialist qualities, not its.possible revolutionaey tendencies. They 
dwelt on.its contributions to and connection with the-development and 
growth o:t trade unions, co-operatives, delllOoratio processes, .and social. 
istio thought. 
The major field or research activity for the Webbs included English 
co-operatives, trade unions, and related capitalist developments. In 
35 Ausubel, p. 327. 
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1891, prior to her marriage to Sidney Webb, Beatrice Potter published her 
first book, The Co .. Otierative Movement in Great Britain.:36 She found that 
--· . ------
during the decade between 183.4 and 1844 the ~story of the working class 
was the history of Chartism. She p:rtoclaimed it tobe the "heroic period 
of Pngli.sh labour politics • .. 3? Speaking of the grim determination and 
orgardzi:ng ability among the 1-JOrking men and their leaders, she noted the 
successful attempt to establish a national tederation of all trades, the 
formation or the working men's associations and Radical Clubs throughout 
the aountry, and the adoption of a ''well-conceived political progro::me, 
the People's Charter." This democratic association and cooperation was 
made possible only by Chartist influence. It laid the basis for the later 
development of socialism. still, wlthin the Chart.1st organization she 
saw the best and worst elements of democracy.38 
Beatrice Webb agreed that economic forces bad brought Charf'..ism into 
being. Seven years of trade depression, the New Corn Laws, and widespread 
t'ldser;y prompted the associations. Sidney Webb qualified and refined the 
causation in his History g!, Trade Unionism, 39 main't4ining tha~ Chartism 
came into existence beo9:use the unrepresented working classes had no 
adequate outlet for their discontent. 'With suffrage restricted., their 
only possible activity was agitation. 'l'he movelJlent undertook political 
action because labor was not sufficiently organized tq struggle effective-
ly with capitalists in the economic realm. It is no mere coincidence, he 
36(London, 1891). 
:37:eeatrice Potter Webb, .!h!, Q.2.-0perative Movement !! Great ~tain 
(London, 1891), p • .55. · · · · 
38Ibid., P• 56. 
39(tondon, 1926). 
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assured his readers, that active Chartist years coin~ided. w.1th a period 
of great weakness ±'"or labor unions, sine, the movell'lent filled the tem:po ... 
rary gap latt by union inactivity. Many trade unionists took up the 
political agitation or the Chartists to battle unemployment and depression 
a.l though the unions never joined the 111oveJ11ent as a body. l~ ·rhe unions• 
weakness l.eft no available avenQ.e open to the working men 1'9r the votcing 
or their hbelpless rage" against being "handed over without 4ppeal to the 
eapital.tst•s dictatorsbl.p • ..41 This was again the cent-ral theme in the 
Webbs' joint effort, !ht Daca:y g! Ca_pitalist Ci!H4Bation. 42 
Assessing the lasting e1·:rect.s of Cha.~ism, the Webbs maintained that 
by the 1840's the mo,rement had a,generated :from a demand for political 
demoeracy to a scramble for ownership of small plots of land.43 Further-
more, with its eollapse British trade unionism lost all revolutiori.ary 
tendencies and settled dow to the attai:nment of limited ends or pr© ... 
gresdve improvements by bargaining between wage-earne~s and employe·rse ~ 
The contributions of the Chartist Moveme~t to the devel,opment of 
socialist thought, rather than the movement's p?"actical purposes inter-
ested George D. H. Cole. In each of his volumes45 Cole found little 
socialism i.n Chartism and no new tn.ought coming from the llt()vement, while 
40sidney Webb, 'I'he Histou of '!'rade Unionism {London, 1926), PPo 157 ... 
l,58. - · - -
41Thid., P• 169. 
42(New York 9 1923). 
4'.3i"1ebb, Historz 2!. Traa Unionism, P• 178. 
44Ibid. ' p 9 6lt9 .. 
. . . 4.5! Short Histol'Y 2', !b!, British_ Wor~i-OO-Class Movem~!, 1282~mz 
~_London, 1925); ! FTst~ of .. SQSi~!ist ·rhou~1, VQ1. I: §2·;aa.l,!.s.t, 1'~~J£,b~,,~ 
J:h,! Fo1Jrunners, l'?ey-IB'zO:-T:tondon, 1955}; ~ocialism !!'.!. Ev;!?lu~ion (Htiffl\J,ndls= 
worth, 938). 
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he repeatedly asserted that it could only tail~ The Chartist demands we:re 
on the tace of the matter, purely political, but in reality they .,re no 
more t~ a revival ot the old Radical cause, and the movement in its_mass 
content.was entirely economic.46 However, Cole telt that Chartism became 
in time 1101'8 pl'Oletanan than Owenite, since it acc,pted-1*• philosophy_ 
· 47 ot a working class uprising against the l'ich. 
Cole cited maey ~so?UJ for the absenoe ot socialim in the movemente 
Constitutional government was well established in Great B1'1tain, which 
meant there could be no l;'evolutionary- alliance between those who wanted 
consts,._tutione.lism and democracy. Moreover, Great Britain was already an 
advanced capitalist country- in which the capitalists wel'8 in a strong 
-nough position to insist on management of af'tairs w·suit their interests. 
Added to this was the scattered position ot the British industrial pro .. 
letanat; London cQuld not serve as a revolutionary centerl:i,.ke Paris .. 48 
And while the Chartists were suooesstul. in rallying the s~ngth of :the 
working class behind them, they "were beat1.ng thC\d,r heads against a brlck 
wall," tor it was impossible tor tihe working classes· alone, at that stage 
of economic evolution, eitru,r to make a succ~satul revolt o~ to gain 
parliamentary retorms. !'.a:r.x: has told us, Cole reoalled, that no system 
is "superseded until it has developed its Ml potentialities· and bec01'le, 
instead or a means of advancing the exploitation or the res~es of pro ... 
duction, a fet~er upon their turthw de,...lopnent,. ,.1¥) The new &'iglish 
gove:ming class af'ter 1832 was too conscious ot ii.ts strength 411d opportunities 
46cole, .Sociff.ism !J'! Evolution, p. '.30. 
47cole, So9!al.isj; Thought, The Forerunners, P• 142. 
48Ibid., P• 156. 
49 ' . . . 
Cole, Socialism !n Evolu:t4:on, PP• 30~31. 
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to share willingly its new-round power with the c,,l•ss belo,r :lt. 
The absence of intellec~ activity on the part c,f the Chartist 
leadership and their failure to present new chall•nge~ and philosophies 
in the way of socialist doctrines relegated the movement to a lesser po.. 
· sition .than it should have held, wrote Cole. Chartism only echoed Owen, 
l.ouis mano, and Ma~, and even then for the most part the workers did, 
not listen tQ the ideas. The ideas that did dombiatt Chartism were di-
verse, disorgardzed,and lacking in intellectual·and philo,ophioal con-
struction, Cole insisted.SO 
Most scholars ot British socialism would wholeheartedly agree with 
Cole that Chartism was not dominated and molded by challenging ideas .. Bllt 
most found cause to praise Chartism tor its ef"fo~s and noted some measure 
of success.tul aocc,mp].ishment in its history. Max Beer, a twentieth-
. century continental so~ialist of Austrian bi~h, claimed.· tliat :from 
Cha~sm•s experimental and pl'actical character it.followed that there 
could be no unifo:mity or opinion as to the ultimai.$ shall$ of the soc:i,al 
revolutiQn and social reconst~ction.51 In reality, he asserted, the 
period bequeathed a rd.eh her.1.tage of' ideas, reforms, and proletarian 
achi~nts ... The years of the soc1al ... democl'atic pioneer 1,bours were a 
period or intensive preliminary retomactivit~-a time of reju.venation. 
of &lgland, ot the f'irst steps towards the deil1ocl'8.tizat1on of the Br.i. tis~ 
ll)n.pire," he wrote.52 Listing the accomplishments of the pem.od, he re-
corded the :f:irst factor., law for children (183'.3), the first mil'd.ng law 
· 50 Ibid. , P• 157 • 
282 • .5l~ Beer, ! Ristor.r gt British SO~!M:Slll (IDndon, 1919), PP• 281 .... 
52ib1d. , P• 181~ 
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for children and women (1842), the libei-at'-on of the press (1836), the ten 
hour day (1847), the ameliontion of the oPimi:nal law (1837); the abQli .. 
tion of the Com Laws (1~) 1 and the repeal of the law prohibiting poll ti-
cal associations (1846).5'.3 
Attel' living and study:1ng in.England ftfll twenty years and teaching 
tor s•e yeN"s in France, Beer decided that the "Englis!i intellect, from 
its sheer recklessness, is essentially revol1,1tiona17, pPObably more so 
than French intellect. ,.54 Fu·rther, be accused English statesmen and edu-
cators of endeavoring since 1688 to create a nation wi~ a •conservative, 
cautiously moving temp$r, a distl'Ust of genenl,itiatio:n, an aversion from 
c•~ the theoey to its logical conelusions.".55 And with the beginning 
ot the twentit11th century, .a new England had been "rousing herself like a 
stl"Ong man atter sleep and shaking her ~nvisible looks. 11 English intel ... 
leots are bold am active as in the past, while 11a new Chartist movement, 
has arisc.=»n and is daily growing. ,,56 Thus the nation · needed knO'tfledge of' 
its 'past labors f'or socialism and s9cial reform, Beer.wrote ;in 1915, in 
. . . . ~1 
order to cope with the ~ocial difficulties which ,,ere coming to a head.:.; 
It must be understo<>d, · Beer declared, that Chart:t.sm was much more 
than a struggle tor equal rigb~s; it was.a·olass wal' ab.ling at the over. 
throw of capitalist society and at putting produoti~, di,tribution, and 
exchange on a co-o~rati ve basis. 5B 'the revolutit.>naey stl'Q.ggle was 
(,~·:.:;:;· 
53lbid. 
54It4d., PN,ttace. 
55Ibid. 
56:rbid. 
57Ibid. 
581b1d., p, 288. 
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t~akened by lack of unity and bT adhel'ence to the his'torical. eoncepti~n 
of natural law. From the begimd.ng, the law or nature·as wid•ly ac-
cepted as the foundation-stone of the movement. All the great ~:festtes 
ot the Chartists, eg. , the Declaration or Rights of 1831 and 1839,. the 
thl'ee petitions of the Chartists ot 1839, 1842,-.nd 1848, grounded their 
dem~er•tic demands in the l•w of nature. Leading spil'its ot Cha.rtism 
claimed the law of nature as the source of their knowledge and action. 
. . 
"With the exception of the germinating idea of evolution in history in 
the year 1834, ChartiSlll laoked the faintest trace or any insight into 
the growth and decay of right and law, or the dependence of legislators 
upon social :forces and changes."59 Acc~rding to natural law, men who 
made a .social contract enjoyed sovereign power and. pl'OMUlgated the laws .. 
subsequently a single indi vi.dual or SJ11all minol"'i ty usurped t.lti.s sovereign 
power and 1"14ed only tor their own benefit. In addition; whoeve~ pos ... 
. sesses force . holds i,overeign powe:,!' and can make laws at will.. The powe~ ... 
ful state can then change public property into private, or private 
p~perty into public, or mold society any way it desires •. This means., 
. . 
so the Chart~sts reasoned, that the revolutionaries andrefome:rs must 
gain powr. The inain.task ot their movement lay in the seizing or the 
:power ot the state, to destroy the.oligarchJ' ~nd a~te the laws o! 
mture~60 
The aet:lve Chartist period, wrote Beel', bequeathed to the worki1}g 
class thf9 co-operative idea, mo~ succeastul trade 1U)ion$, and an inter,.. 
naticmal outlook. It introduced the woi-1<:ers as a. str11ggllng and advancing 
.59i:bid., P• 291.· 
6o 
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class into literature and political •con~y.61 ·chartism st1,mu1ated the 
development of the intellectual system of Mal"Jt.and Engels, whi:;l.e it stron-
ly in:f.1.ueneed Disraeli, Kingsley, and Carlyle. MoreQver, the labor 
struggles· and sui":f."erings :were never in vain: the1 pl"epared the way tor 
eventual victol'Y'• 62 
'l'he early·Fabians, Marxians, e.nd utopian $ociuists we1'9 not the last 
to describe Chartism. as a movement designed mainly by economic :factors. 
1.l~heir research and writi~s made such an impact that most scholars now 
feel the need to give some merit to their contentions, and usually t.he 
economic view is one of the greatest considerations. Many general 
histories,· social histories, al'kl text-book accounts declare that Chart.ism 
was above all else a movement toward socialism, in which laborers of the 
m:id-ni~eteenth century- determined to better their economic situation. 
61Max Beer The General Histo;rx of Socialism !!!2. Social st~l.~ 
(New York, 19.57), P• itr.i. •.. · · 
6 . . 2Ibid., PP• 181.183. 
CHAPl'ER IV 
CHA..RT.'ISM: A STUDY IN SOOIAL VISCOlll'EN'l' lWD POIITICAL AGITATION 
The ~nod or the Chartists has !'!'Om its beginning received the 
special attentiori <Yi' the.social and political histo2'1ans •. .All considera-
tioJiS·or the "reto:na ere." ot·English h1sto17 noi,n.ally include an extensive 
discussiQn of the Chartist Movement. In the twentieth .· centuey, however, 
only two narrative histories of that movallentbave been publ!shed in the 
English-speaking world. ! Histor,; g!, lb! Chartist Mov•ent by Julian 
West, a pl'Olllising young historian Aho d1•d ~tUPely as a result of 
his war ~erienoe 1 was published in 1921. The notes and manuscripts on 
the subject 'by Mark Hovell, Britii,h scholar,. were edited and published ,, 
by bis friends and collea~es in 1925, nine years after bis death in 
World War I. 
Asa Mggs aJJd Barbara and J. 1.,. Hainmond have ·est.bUshed the most 
noted reputations as social historians ot t1-.retol'II period ot their 
nation•s.histoi-y. '!'he outstanding political ~stones include the works 
of. E. L. Woodward and Elie Hal&,y.· P,otessor.E. L. Woodwa:rd was chosen 
. . 
to write the voluae covering the period fJtOa 1815 to 1870 tor the OXford 
!fiiG917 !t. bJ.and series. The n,:al,.tivolwne 1$tuqy by Elie Ha1,v.v of ! 
Histor, ,2!, the English §aatg.ng Peop}.e ia, at Nineteenth. Centu;z suneyed 
the period in detail. Added to both the social and political intormaticm 
about Chartist history are the dis$ert.tions or three students at Columbia 
University which were published in 1916. 
. . . . . 
In the early years or the twentieth century whe daq.ocraey became 
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the great dream or the western world, these two exceptional young ~tish 
histonans, Hovell and West, decided almost simultaneously that a complete 
history ot the Chartist Mqvement., one of thef'irat agitations for demo. 
·cratic refol'!llS, should be m.tten. Except tor G8llllll&ge's study, no narra-
tive·h1ston of the movement existed. Soth eftorta·added much to the 
general knowledge or the subject. 
Julian West began his research and writing because he felt that 
Chartism, as the first instance or working ~lass agitation on a national 
scale, occupied an exceptionally important position in the social history 
of England. He was disturbed over the historians• portra.78,1 of the move .... 
ment, contending that they did not do justice to · the Chartists, but only 
copied one another's inaccuracies. "A tew fa~ts, a few conventional 
cQ!llllents, and a piously expressed gratitude that the English were not as 
other peopl~:·in i84a, generall7 completed the ta.1, of refel'f)n~s to 
ChartismJ· i~--the standard histories, he wrote.l Hewell desi:red to in-
. vestigate and interp?"$t the social and e<,,onomic causes and results of the 
lllC)Vem.ent. 
West, however, inten&td a history of Chart.ism aocentuat~ng the im-
~rtant ~ exoept'4nal ideas or the movement. In bis Preface he ex-
plained the reason for 8lllphasizing ideas in-his treatise. All eff~ctive 
~heclcs cm the abuses ,r capitalist competiti,n wre !nglish :i,n origin, he 
asserted, including trade unions, co.operative$, and racwry acts. 
. ' ' . . 
Furthermol'e, the basic revolutionary re•ction against capitalism was 
English in inspiration. The. whole ci.rtist period was marked by' a quest 
for ideas. Within a few years, the working men had had :f'o:,:eced upon their 
. . ' . 
attention the pros and cons or trade, unionism, industrial ~ontsm, 
1West, P• 5. 
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syndical::Lsm, colllll1U!µ.sm, socialism, co-operative owner$bi:9 or land, land 
national~iatio:n, cr,,-operativ~ distribution, co-operative owners~p of 
c:redit, fl"&.nchise reform, woman suffrage, ractol'Y' legislation, poor law 
reform, m.mµcipal ref"om, f'ree trade, f;Nedom o:f t;,he press, freedom of 
' 
thought, the nationalist idea, industrial insuranoe, building societies, 
and many oth•r ideas. 1rhe People's Cht~er attempted to combin~ all 
schools of re:f orm for joint action, West wrote, but it resulted in dis-
seminating an increasing store of ideas to ever larger audiences. 2 
To West, the most striking oharacteristic of the Chartist Movement 
was its "te~ng mass o.f idt;;as, 0 z:iot any political or social program& He 
contended that i.deas ma.ttet more to the working men who listened to 
William tc,vett and Fea:rgus O'Connor than they did to any succeeding 
generation. Lovett•s autobiography was used by West as an illustration 
of this :f."aet.'.3 '!'ouching a,n entirely dif·ferent phase of the l'llQV'em.ent, 
lat~l' studied in greater depth by Ha:rold. Faulkner, West endeavored to 
analyze in gene~al.. terms the reaction o:t the churches to Cha.1•1.:,ism. Frcmi 
his research he determined t:hat the Chartist Movement was regarded as 
anti-religious by the orthodox Tories. This one faot was responsible 
£or much of the bitter opposition by the middle and upper elasses. He 
found that many of the Chartist leaders were atheistic or Unitarian, and 
in orthodox minds atheism had been the major oa1,1se or the P'reneh R.t;lvo ... 
lu;tion. 4 
In bis final assessm~t of the movement West found it in no way, ex ... 
ceptperhaps supertieially, a failure. He felt there was only one 
2:j.bid.' PP• 5-6. 
3Ibid., P• 6. 
4 63. Ibid., P• 
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essential object or the agitation, "the awakening. of° cl~ss ... consciousness, it 
to aid in better organiza:t;.ion of the working class in the str\lggJ,e :f'or. 
g:ret;t.t.er economic and poli~cal power, 'r.hus he wrote: 
Judged by its crop of' statutes and statues, Cha.rtism · tf8S 
a failu1-e. Jud~ed by its essential and generally over. 
looked purpose, Chartism was a success. lt achieved, not 
the Six FQints, but a state of' mind. \'his last ac}4eve-
ment ma.de possible the rena.seent trade union movement of 
the '!'if'ties, the gN.dually improving organ1.zation o:f the 
working classes, the Labour Party, the co-operative move-
ment, and whatever greater tr:i:umphs labour w1i1 enjoy in 
the futw-e. 5 · 
'i'his assessment, of course 9 voiced West•s obsession with the ideas and 
ideals o.f the move.'o'ftent, not its practical objectives and successes. 
Hovell's writing was aft'ected most by his study a.t Professor Karl 
tamprecht's I~stitut fit Kultur-und Un;!:;,ersalgesohichte at Leipzig, where 
he held an assistantship in 1912.1.·91.3. Lamprecht's concept of h.tstoeyij 
which made a lasting impression on the young English soholar, held that 
the social anc:t e~onomic developments are infinitely more i."l'lportant than 
the political history to ·which most historians ha~,e limited themselves. 
Mot the state al.one, he taught, but society as a whole is the real objer!t 
o:t the histot-lans• study. This be~ame, ·with few modifioa.tions. Ho~rell's 
personal concept or history.6 
Applying Lampreeht•s theory, Hovell showed Chartis:m. to be a mo¥1e... 
ment whose immediate plan was political reform and whose ultimate pU:rJ)O,:;e 
was social· regeneration. 7 For while the program and p1.,licies of Cha'.it'Li:srw 
wel'e purely politi.cal., Hovell .asserted, the intent was soeial and eco ... 
nomic regene:ration of society, the radical p:vogra.'ll bei:ng recognized as ~ 
'Ibid .. 11 PP• 291~295. 
6Hovell, Introduct-ion .. 
7'1f"l...t,A "" 1· . 
..ll,J.U ..... ' ¥• ... 
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8 . 
mea~ to an end, not the end itself. For the most ~J:"t, he assessed the 
movement as $. revolt or the working classes against intolerable eonditions 
which had recently come into their lives. Thus, explained Hovell, "the 
prog1"8.'111 of social ameliors.t,ion remained ,ragt,1.e and negative;" for its 
social aims were never defined. 9 l)n the other hand, the poll tioal aims 
were decisive, developing as they did from a background or radical politi-
cal tradition.lo 'fhe Chartist type 'fo1&s not unique to the nineteenth 
century, Hovell wrote; there was rather a ''Prophetic succession of Radi-
cals between 1791, when the f'il"St Working M~n•s Radical Society-The 
London Corresponding Society .... was f'ounded, and 1838,_when the Charter 
·was published. ull Yet 'he felt that Chartism marked a real departure from 
English social and political history, representing the first movement of 
modern times.engineered and contl'Qlled by working men.12 
The program of the movement, Hovell readily admitted, t'18.s totally 
political, ttscarcely connected tdth any specific pl'Ojeets of so~ial or 
' ' . 
other reforms, or with any particular social th~ey • .-1:3 'rhe Chartists 
agreed on a n!!tgative policy of protest against restrictions which they 
blamed as the source of their misery, but their positive policy narrowed 
down to a sensible and limited political program which, e,ren if realized, 
left the roots of social evils hardly t911!'bed• This was unavoidable, as-
serted Hovell, since Chartists r,,ere in profound disagreement as to the 
8 Ibid., P• ?. 
9 lbid., P• 1. 
lOlbid., p. 3. 
llibid., Pe 6. 
12 · Ibid., p. 311. 
13 Ibid., P• 7. 
use to be made by the pl'Oletal"iat oi' tile political pcwe~ ~ch they 
14 
claimed. 
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While accepting the eltistence or disag~eements within the movement, 
Hovell rejected the traditional division of the movement into various 
schools. He declared that the attempts to divide Chartism int,o partisans 
or 1'JOral and of physical force were superficial. He contended that the 
dispute betl,ieen O'Connor and the moral.force men or:\.ginated in a mere 
diffe~ence as to method, never touching the fundamental pl'Oblem of the 
Chartist ideal, Hovell maintained, "The differences of general ideal and 
social status, the contrasts in 1ne-thod, faith, and conduct help explain 
the feuds within the Chartist organization."15 Further, the inexperience 
or the leaders in the give-and-take of political affairs, their dislike 
ot compromise, and the insistence of each man that lp.s particular doctrine 
of refol'ffl wa.s best accoun~d fol!' their lack of organized action .. Since 
the law had denied thElll participation in politics, the working class 
leaders had no OJ)portunity to acquire the skill of tl'(l.nsaoting business 
with one another, Hovell pointed out,. and their little education led to 
class jealousy and intoleranoe.16 
This inexperience, intolerance, and passion or the Chartists put . tht!ll 
at a great disadvantage when they clashed with t~ middle class Qver free 
trade or the Charter, asserted Hovell. He insisted that the Chartists 
were .. hopelessly Qutargued by Cobden, Bright, w. F. Fox, and the rest," 
for ''both in theory and method the League was superior. nl7 Refu~ing 
14nnd,, P• 304. 
15ihld., P• 305. 
16Ibid., p. 309. 
17Ibid., pp. 216-218. 
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Gammage's and other Chartists• contentions that ·ihe Cbal"tists proved too 
much ro:r th,e Anti.Corn Law Leaguers, Hovell insisted that when they de .. 
b41,ted, the Chartists brought themselves "into bad ordour" and often ha~ 
. . 
to "beat a ridiculous retN>at. 11 Unfortunately', said·Hov.U, the Nol'"thel'!J. 
Star eno~rag•d the practice by old.ming·viotor.les OV8'P the League, or 
"the Plague," as they re:te:rred to it.18 
As :for the working class agitat1c;,n against the Poor Law, Hovell found 
it to be divided into t~ parts: an organized attc;mpt to prevent the intro .. 
duction ot the new law, and a popular movE!lllent to protest against the law 
its$lf. The Poor-Law agitation had, also, a totally different character 
from the agitation began under the direction or the Londoll Working Men's 
Asscx,iat1on a~ the Birmingham Political Union. It was more violent, more 
· anotional, and held · a sense of greater urgency. When the moveJ11ent was ab-
. sorbed into Chartism the ditte:renee made a resounding -influence upon the 
- . ' . L' 
rate of.the latter .. In f'act, Hovell suggest,d that fllll7-developed 
C1-rti~ derived its "pitogram from l.ondon -./Jiorking Men's A.ssociatioif .... 
1 i;· -~~ard.zation from B1N1ngham Qoli tioal Unit>i{ • • • 1 ts persor.nel.. and 
;,,. 
ve~•oe· ·troJ!l Lancashire and Yorkshire /jrade unions •nd · Poor law agi .. 
ta tori/~ ul~ ·.· ... · , 
As. a historian interested 1n·-soeial and economic developments, Bovell 
att•pted to assess Chartismaccording to this broad view. He helq that 
the general judgment ot both contemporaries and later historians rele-
gated C~i,"1 to a place among the lost causes of histol'J'• Hovell as-
·ni-ed._ his readers that, wtdle the Chartist organization failed and the 
individual Chartists were very conscious of their wrecked.hopes, a wider 
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svvo suggested.that in· a long ran Chart!•.•• by•...- a failure. 
The Chartist plattom of political refo:re, though denounced. as revo-
lutionar:v at the t!Jile, was afterwards aubstan"141l.ly ~opted by the British 
state. fld.s political success can 'be overetNssed, •ffled Hovell, for 
"not a single artiol.e ot the Chartist policy had· the NJllOtest chance or 
beoominglaw U11Ul the movement expired.•20 Only when Chartism ceased to 
be a name ot tei-ror and the pl'Ocesa o:r giving etf"ect to its program was 
takt,n up by the llliddle..class Parliament of the later Victorian Age, did 
it gain any measu!'e or success. After 1867 the extended t~ancbise 1-endered 
f'al'liament mON and more susceptible to working class pressUl'e. The soci-1, 
ideas ot Chai-t.ism bad still a lesser chance ot sucoess through direct and 
immediate Qhartist action than its political program. ·The Chartists were 
never.able to adhere to a united program to achieve a definite social 
ideal, Hovell. maintained, and the 1't1"11e failure of Chart.im ·lay in it$ 
· inability to perform th1 s task ... 21 
Even the failures or the Chartists had their educational value, 
Hovell concluded. Its modest success taught elementary lessons o:r self ... 
dieci~ine and. self'-govel'll'18rrt. that Made the gl'&dual dev-1.o!Dent of 
Bl':ltish d•ooraoy possible without endant,erlng uti~l stability. And 
eventuall7 even its social program became·• pa.rt ot tlut British popular 
opinion. The.•veaent helped "to. break down the iron •Us ot Qlass 
separation, and showed that th,e temble working man was no\ veey difi'e?>-
ent fl'Olll the governing classes 'When the time came f'or h11ll . to exel"l!ise di-
rect powr.•22 
20.Jhid.', PP• 300 .. 301. 
2llbid. • pp. '.301-30). 
22Ibid •• P• '.311. 
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TP\1~, · the workbgman W$B proba.'~ly V$J'1 little dif'terent from the 
. . 
goverrd.ng class by the time he won the vote, beQ&use the Chartists and 
their movelllent not only ettected a change in English society but were also 
Qhanged by that society. This 11187 explain why the study ot the Chartist 
Movement has intrigued many social historians and ecollODd.sts. Barbara 
and J. L. Hamond have done extensive research and writing in the general 
area or the eff'ect which·the changes or the·Industl"ial Revolution had on 
E:ngllsh lives. Their several minute studies ot the s~if'ic gl'OUps af ... 
rected by the introduction of the factory systari in England haV'.e normally 
ended with 1832. When in 1930, however, they published their social 
history or England covering the chronological period between the passage 
of the Retom Billot 1832 and the outbreak of the Crimean war, they en.-
titled it !h!, Age, 2t, ~ Chartists; explai;ning that the movement best 
exemplified the discontent and desire for action mich pel'!lleated the 
second halt or the nineteenth oentury.23 '!'he book, they said. was an at-
tempt 'tto deseribe the soo:!rety that was. brought to lii", by the gNat 
changes or the time; the spirit of that society; th• first efforts to 
regulate its life; and the discontent that distinguish,d this phase of 
!ngl.1sh bistor,v,"24 and not an att8lllpt tc> Wl'ite i. histor.v of the movement. 
!Akewise-the works ot Asa Briggs, Pl'o.t'essor at the University of 
Leeds, wi-e not intended to be a run biston' or Chartism. In 1959 Dr. 
Briggs publi;shed a volume covering the pel'iod_from 1784to 1867 as part 
o:r a new series ()n the histot'Y of England. tu~g the same;, year, he 
edited a collection of studies of the CJ'iartist Movement bJ1 leading Engl:l.sh 
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,cholars. In the latter he gave the better indications of his personal 
· interpret1t,tions ot Chartism, His introductory chapter of the yharti!,'.t_ 
studies stated his belief' that a good study or Chaiwttsm should begin with 
an appreciation 0£ regional and local diversity-. A thQrough understanding 
of the birth ot Chartd.sm and its tluetuating career. between the publica-
tion ot the Charter and the witbel"ing away of the agitation in the 1850's 
would be impossible without examining the m()v-.ent of the relevant eco-
nomic indices. Some of' these elements of diverstty are measurable, Dr. 
Briggs maintained, although adequate statistics do not always ¢st on 
rents, wages, prices, and unemployment to pe.l'!dt a complete study. '!!'.Co ... 
nomic dive:ttSities, however, do not suffice 1;n explaining the program and 
strength or Chartism. 25 
l)r. Briggs found that cleaJ" definition or the movement ~qui~ in... 
ves'tigation of variations in loc;,al class st."'Ucture, in the conte."'lt of lo<~al 
grievances, the traditions of political leade'l'Ship,and mass agitation, and 
the adaptability and persistence or ~e Chartists and their opponents. He 
s,aid: 
Chart.ism was a snowball movement which gathered together 
local grJ,evanees and sought to give them .common expression 
1n a nationwide agitation. Many ot th$ int9"181 con'f'licts 
which divided it bad their origins in the dif:terenoes of' 
baokgl'OUnd and outlook in what the Chartists c,ule',l. 1the 
localities.• 26 . . 
'!'bese ditterences cannot be attributed, declared Br.lggs,. to the differences 
in Chartist personalities, however significant the in..'*'J.uence of person-
ality might have been. '*Local dif'ferences need to be relat.ed to e<;,onot11'i~ 
and social structttre-to the composition of the labour f'oree, the con.di,t.ii:;n 
2.5Asa Bl'"iggs (ed.), Chartist studies (~r York, l959)~ P• 2. 
26 . ·. Ibid., pp, 2-3. 
of work, :inoluding the relations between •masters• ari,d •men•, and the 
timing and extent of local un9J11ployment. "-to~·-.n adequate exploration 
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or loQal grievanoes.27 Briggs and his collaborates in the publication of' 
the looal ;facts and views of Chal'tism hoped for a new ~r:rative history 
of' the movement in which the local histories and statistics would be 
treated. 
Dr. Bl':1.ggs•s general survey of Chartism in the histoey of the 178~-
186? period disclosed further inte~pretations. According to his view the 
Chartist claim that the working class could def eat the Whigs and ·rories 
was quite im:practicable, and the movement was doomed to failure even be ... 
fore their Charter was drafted. 'l'oo much of their energy was devoted t~ 
the discussion n()t of' ends but of means, and even if' they had agreed about 
the means they could never have gained enough support to change the 
character ot Parliament. 28 Pemaps, Briggs concluded, ·the oost impo!'-tant, 
point that Chal'tism demonstrated was not the weakness o:f the F.nglish 
working o~asses in the society of . the 1840 • s but the stl"ength of the 
middle classes.29 
Assured that no simple explanation £or the Chartist Movement could 
be given, the HUU110nds def'ined it as ttthe resentment o:r men convinced 
that thei•e was something false and degrading in the arrangement of justi~e 
in their ·world. 1130 ChartiSlll, they suggested, was born of change in the 
customs and conditions of society, There have been many ages in the 
history of the world when social. injustices we1-oe great e.nd t.here was 
27Ibid. , P• '.3. 
28Asa Briggs, !h!, Age 2!, Improvement (New Yo"tk, 1959), p. '.305s 
29 Ibid., p. '.312. 
30 Hammonds, PP• l-2. 
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·neither revolt nor agitation, b'tit this could be explained by the fact 
that "customs w:Ul reconctle men and ~n to conditions that.they would 
find inwlerable if' they came fresh to them • • • • For ~tom has a magic 
that takes~ sting out of injustice making it seem rather a decree or 
heaven than the sin of man. ••31. Tbe au1:,hors maintained that this spell 
cast by custom bas always been one or the greatest conservative forces in 
. the world. However, when so.ciety passes through changes that destroy the 
life of custom, statesmen are given the dif'ticult task of hancil.i~ the 
(Nestions that have been sleeping in men~s minds beneath the S1U'faee of 
habit. The Industrial Revolution produced such changes in England and 
the resulting social conditions and changes gave birth to discontent that 
in turn prQdq.ced Chart.1Sll'1, wrote ~ Hammonds. '.32 
The Chartel' was the rallying point for a·number of different dis ... 
contents, stated the Hammonds. In .fact it embraced not merely divergent 
but mutually hostile schools or reform. The Hatamonds pointed out tlat 
the name Chartist was given to a 
tondon artisan who shared Lovett•s enthusiasm fop edu-
cation and a cheap press: to the B1:nningh$n politician 
who supported Attwood's campaign for a reform of the . 
cunenoya to the handloOlll. weaver or the minor who flocked 
to the meetings where Oast1er denounc,d the Poor Law. or 
Feargus O'Connor was spinning one project after anotheJO 
from his act~ve and JU...regulated brain: to the South 
wales Jld.ner who followed F~st w1 th a plke to Newpoi-t 
and to prison. '.33 · · . . 
'l'he leaden of the workl.ng classes Wl;'e divided and, acco:rding to the 
Ha.mlltonds, actually hated each other. And ;ret wl.tbin the Chartist Move-
ment they all ha.d their devoted disciples.34 
'.31Ib1d., P• 16. 
'.32Ibid., PP• 16.17. 
)3n>id., P• 268. 
3~d., P• '.310. 
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While every phase of Chartist agitation was a protest or the 'ffl>rking 
class against the place they occupied in the new industrial society, the 
campaigns reflected. the different experiences of various populations. 
Agreeing with Professor .Briggs 0s thesis, the Hammonds stressed the fact 
that Chartists were not all "smarting under the same grievance. 0 35 Re-
jecting the contention that Cbartism was a precise and logical d~nd for 
political retom, or any particw.ar reform, they .explained it as a ''pro-
test as incoherent as the life that provoked it. ,,36 The movement could 
not be dissected and analyzed in its individual parts, they maintained, 
but must be understood in its more complex and perplexing whole. They at-
tempted to reveal the essence o:r the movement by say:1.nga 
To regard Cbartism as an episode, as an effort that failed, 
a .flash in the pan, something to which you can give date of' 
birth and death, is to misread the history of the time. 
The chief feature of that history· is the growth and :preva ... 
lence of discontent. No doubt that discontent was due to 
different causes: the discomforts or the change from the 
life of the peasant or the art.isan to that of factory 
worker: the pressure from time to time of 11111ss unemploy-
111ent unrelieved by an.v remedv: the spe~ta.1 ha.rdshi:os of 
the new Foor Law. • • • The disc.~ntent • .. • was provoked by an 
inequality that conoenuied ... ~u mass 01· educ:at,ion .•••. how 
conscious they we?"e or the want of sympathy and colour 
in their surroundings; of the sharp di ,'1.sion that was 
drawn between those who s;2uld enjoy life and those who 
had to bear its burdens.J7 
When organized Chartism flickered out, its force was still felt, the 
Hammonds insisted. It went into different movements such as those for 
education, public health, trade unions 9 temperance, and the later move-
ments for the franchise.38 Furth.er, they credited Chart.ism as the impetus 
35lbid., p. 2720 
36 Ibid., P• 274. 
37Ibid., PPo 274-2750 
38Ibid., p. 276. 
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f"or the slow and gradual i.'ftp:rovement of the bleak life or the working 
cl•ss. For though the workmen had no votes !"or Parliament and rarely had 
vot.es f.or town council etl" Boards of' Guardians. t.bey -took aoti,re pai>t. in 
management ot tn.de u:n.i.o:ns. co-o~e:.wtl,"e societies. -t.empe:Mnce so~te·t~ies. 
and tPl endly socd,e·ties, 'thi.s mean·t. tba·t, '«>rldng m.en were ffllt,king decisions, 
assuming respons1bil1ties, meeting and considonng other points ot view. 
and eXpNssing and develo¢ng t,heir own i.deas)9 'l'hus, concluded the 
Hamonds, the Chartist Movement mghtly deser~ed the phrase ,John stuart 
M:Ul.a'Pplied to it, "the victo1"1 of. the vanquished."40 
for a more detailed and comprehensive chronologi·~al account o:1" the 
Chartist Movement one must, co~ult the major histories or the period, such 
as the woi-ks of •Elie Hallvy o:r '3;. t.. W'oodtfllrd. 'true, these surveys usually 
'W9N m.tten with politics aa a central theme, but the better ones strive 
to incl~de the ractors oJ: eausation as well as the bare faets. ~ ... l,. 
'Woodward, mQ. ~~-- 9:$~igned the 1B15-l870 period of the uxf'oJ:Q, ]l!stop 2!, 
England, attempt.a~· to p·i-ese11t. a broarj survey of both the :~,olil.ical happen-
ings and the social clitU'te ot' the p,eriod.. He made a elear tlistinctio:n 
between the nolitical and social, howe'1rert and handl~d Chart.ism: in the 
. .. . . 
politieal section o:t the study. Nevertheless, he seemed to be me•re inter-
eated in the 11ovment• s eti'o·ns t.o !m:p:rove social no:ndi t:lons ~han the e~:··-
f'orts to obtaih;-pol4tical rights. 
. t 
Professor Woo,i,;ward regarded the movement as pol:lti.cal agitation ccmting 
. ,,s· (.J /Ir 
dil'9CtJ.y f'rom the worldng class, which developed mainly outside Parliament, 
and in opposition tc,, the social and economic sy~tem oi' ,mieh Farli~ent 
•s guardian. Chal'tism broke with all established part:tes, he contended, 
391b1a •• pp. 335-J4o. 
40 lbid. t P• 276. 
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al though the Radicals struggled to remain in t<>uch ~t11 '·the politics 0£ 
the poor. The Tories were actually nearer to the working ,class by temper-
am~t than were the Radicals: nearer in their dislike of change, their 
suspicioif or progress, and their unsystematic, urdntell.ect.ual support of 
familiar standards and habi.ts of lii'e. 'Yet, the WOl"king class and 'roeyism 
oould not be correlated, .for the. Tones, like the Radirtllals., wanted to lead 
all movements. T.he working 111en we:t'e no,1 insistent upon choosj .. ng their own 
leaders, for experience had taught them to 1:ie suspicious of leadet'Ehip 
ti-om above. 4l 
Woodward treated Ghartism with. l.'iespect and co1nm.ended the aci;:i...re i-e .. 
toffl spi·rit of the times; but he d.id. no·t,. as so1rte ha"'te, find gNat :i~ea.s, 
efficient organization, or able l.ea.dei-s w.:t thin the movement. Instea.d he 
suggests that the uneducated working classes. being at the me1-cy or 
words• gave their conti.clence too easily" 'l'he l eadei•sh:l;~ of popula:r move .. 
ments fell to 0outcasts and adv-arr\:,ure't-S f·rom other pa·t>"t,ies and classes. 
to jealous or unsuccessful men w.i'th a. grudge against; the e:dsti.r1g 
O"'"..,er. ,iJ,2 Woo~19--.....;.1 .·1 ..... ente..:1. the _1• .. ,,.t., ·1 ·1 • t'' f""' u • ,::t ..:1 
.-1.1 Uwo.L"l.J .,..,. ,J ..,.., (E'J(.ll. S."1'1?\g ,!ti:\I ._:,r.:iS.1"',~1.S'ffl 1,1eSe1("1if0r.;i. 
better .leaders, yet he round them all wanting, (,ove-tt.; was 0 sensit:bre 
and embi tter.ed, 11 def.ini tel.y not a leader of men; John ?ielden was a 
benevolent despot; .Joseph stephens was 0 absurdly v.i.olent '" •. , £ani/. ~ .... 
preached £ire and civil ~r;" James O'firien was an example of a spoil.ed 
ohild, ~rped by a sense of social inf'eri.0>1t"ity; and -i:."eaI-gus o•r.!onnoi•, w:bo 
had all the qµaliti.es of a suceessf'ul dema.gcigue, was the :rui~ o.f the 
Chartist Movement. 43 'the author sum.ea u.p ·their inabilities and 
41woodward, p. 120. 
42Ibid. t P• 2?61> 
4
'.3lbid., PP• 127-130. 
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weaknesses by stating that they had neither the leisure nor the education 
to develop a political technique and baokground. of theory. Their politi .. 
cal philosophy, if such existed, according to Woodward, came f':N>lll reading 
the Bible, :t'rom an enthu.siasm to right present injustices, and r.rom the 
conviction th.at change and prog?"ess were harm:ful.44 Divided by personal 
rivalries and disagreements, the program of the Chartists was fluid enough 
to be bent to each of the leaders• special desires. 
The agi ta.tion compelled other classes to think about the existing 
conditions, Woodward asserted. The Chartists• demands came to a soc.iety 
that had already begun seriously to oonsider the pl"Oblems, and they 
sharpened the conscience of sooiety. He felt that the attitude of the 
governing class towards the movement was itself' the sign of a new age. 
To auppor,t this oontention; he pointed out that only during the alarm o:£' 
the revolutionary period of. 181+8 we'.t"e the't"e any exeeptiona.l. legislative 
measures against f?eedom of speech; and, whll.e most of the Chartist 
leaders were arrested, th~r sentences were never "'1.nd1.otiv·e, nor were 
any Chartist newspapeJ:ts suppressed, nor Chartist pamphlets an<:l books 
confiscated. England was saved f?,"om revolution ctu.l"ing the l8L1o•s and 
18501s due to the action of all classes. '!he governing classes used 
wis$3.y the:1~ power of suppression, while Chartism and other working class 
agitation provided a safety valve, a hope tor redress of grievances and 
betterment or conditions.45 
Trained as a philosopher, Elie HalJvy began his oa.:reer investigat.ing 
andinterpret:ing the histoey of socialism and radi~alism. utter he chose 
tQ devote his attention to modern .B)lglish histo't'Y because he sa:,..r in li'nglanid 
44n,1d., p. 141, 
451bid. 
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t,he best laboratory for the study of the historical problems that inter.., 
ested him most: nthe problem of the relationship of ideas and beliefs to 
material circumstances in social motivation and hence in historical 
causation. ,.46 1~hese considerations are central to his interpreta:M.on of' 
nineteenty-oentury 1i)lglish history'. 
With evidences of' extensive research, Halevy oare:f.'ully p!'esented the 
complicate~ facts, Qontrasting opinions, and events of.' the period. He 
never facilitated his analysis by the usual device or slicing up histori-
cal material into topical sections. Writing from a central political 
perspective ~t pulling in the strands of Nl:1.gious, economic, and intel ... 
lectual, develoi:ments, ·aalevy created a. complete panorama of events and 
ideas. 
The only American scholars to prc;>duce studies speQif'ically on the 
Chal'tist Movement have b~en three docto:ral candidates at Columbia Uni, ... 
ve:rsity. F.:ach dealt with a particula.1• phase,, Preston Slosson•s volume 
studied the :problem o:r. decline. as he !:)N:cteeded to understand why a move ... 
ment so well supported by the working classes was abandoned without at-
taining its program or reforms.'l-7 t~hart.ism and it.s relation to the 
Christian churches was the subject of' Harold :~·aul.!mer• s study. He ·tested 
the tw prevailing theories concerning the Christian Church and ref'or.11: 
fi1"st, the radicals' ~ontention that organized Christianity as represented 
in the churches has ordinarily been opposed to progress, especially 
scientific and political; and, second, the modern churchmen's conception 
of Christ as the great retomer advanci!lf a radical !>latfom. Claiming 
46charles c. Gillispie, "'!'he Work of 'l!il.ie Hal.tvy: A tJritieal A:ppre ... 
ciation," Journal S!£_ Modern Histo,tt, XXIl: ( September, 1950), P• 232 .. 
4?' ' Slosson, P• 5. 
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no intention or resolving the conf'liot, Faulknex- merely selected one move-
ment. for democracy and examined the attitude or the various churches 
toward it, he chose Chartism. Frank Rosenblatt originally planned to 
write an extensive study of the whole period of the Chartist movement. 
The First vbrld War :frustrated his plan by rendering it impossible for 
h:1m to visit England to gather material, however. His volume, therefore, 
ended with the Chartist riots of 1839 and with an unfulfilled promise to 
publish a second. volume covering the later period. 
The political nature or Cha.rtism received Professor Slooson•s closest 
sc:,rutiny. He defined the Chartist mov~ent as only one phase of a large:r 
stl"Uggle to establish poll tical democracy in Great Br1 tain. 1.'o him the 
Chartists were not only a separate political group but a separate politi-
cal party, a party often ignored because it did not have representation in 
Parliament, but still a party. Chartism ea.'Tle into being, commented S'losson., 
because the working el.asses had lost confidence in the Radicals, who had 
represented them . politically. 48 'l'he causes :£'or decline were more compli-
cated and numerous, including internal weakness of the party, lack of di-
rect representation in P$.rliam.ent, inef'i'ective leadership, lack of de.fini.te 
economic policy, increased conservatism of ref'ormers, the ham:tul influence 
ot O'Connor, remedial legislation, the Anti.Corn I.Aw League activities, and 
a return ot prosperity. Professor Sl.osson refused tQ ascribe the decline 
or Chariislll to govet"tlllental J-epression or the failure o:t the 1848 petition. 
Even though the Chartist Movement faded and a generation ot working men and 
'WOJll1m we,e forced to resign themselves to upper class rule am. postponement 
ot the complete ema:hcipation of t'J;le:lr class, the agitati,on ws not waged 
in vain, decl•red Dr. Slosson. The Chartists left the mind of England 
48 Ibid., PP• 17-20. 
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ohanged, which was perhaps the greatest of all revoluti~ns$49 
As indicated by his title, Prof'essor Rosenblatt was more interested 
in the social and economic aspects or the movement than in the political. 
He regarded it as a labor movement, the first compact fom or class 
struggle.5° Undel'Standing Chartism necessitated. a study of the economic 
state of the period, he maintained, £or "whatever we may think of' the Ma-
terialistic Conception of History as a general ph:j.losopby, there can 
hardly be any doubt that in all struggle of labour, the bread and fork 
question is the very seed or historical causation. 1151 It was this ex-
pression or class consciousness that distinguished Chartism both from 
Utopian Socialism and from previous democratic movements in England. As 
Chal'ti.1!111 crystallized it became more and more a distinct labor struggle 
tot the reconstruction of society. In Rosenblatt•s words, "the f'orms of 
the demands were p111'ely political, but the object was strictly econom.ic .. "52 
Faulkner's unique treatise discussed a phase of Chartism seldom 
mentioned in any other consideration of the subject, the importance of 
the Church to the movement and th~ impaot 0£ the movement and its ideas 
and actions on the Church. The Chartists made definite statem.ents in re-
gard to their desires to see the Church reformed. The Chartist Convention 
in 1851 •nnounced their policy to include: separation of church and stat.a. 
state ownership of' ehurches purchased with government funds, abolition o:t 
tithes, secu.laP.1.mation of education, non-inte:rf"erence by state with churoh 
policies. With suoh frank and antagonistic statements some reaction from 
49tbid., PP• 209-210. 
50Rosenbl.att, P• 9. 
51:rt4d., P• 17. 
52Ibid., P• 21. 
the chvches would be expected. From sermons, letters, Dlinutes, .and 
memoirs Professor Faulkner assessed the various churches• reactions. 'the 
clergymen of the Established Church, he found, stood almost as one man, 
opposed to extension ot the suffrage and expressed in their sermons dis-
taste tor the Chal"tists and Chartist policies. E,camples or these sermons 
cited were: "The Powers that Be are Ordained of God," •,ea:r God and Honor 
the King," and "Obedience to Lawful authorlty.1153 The Oxford Movement, 
where reverence for authority was fundamental and political leanings ultl"8.-
Tol7, had no syn,.pa thy or aid for the Chartists, and even the Low Church 
was hostile.54 
Although one would expect the Wesleyan Methociists, the Church of the 
poor class, to condone the agitation, Professor Slosson maintained that it 
too was of'i'icially opposed to democratic innov4tions or the Chartists.·.55 
1
.t'he Methodist society was a closely ... kni t <>rganization mo:!'$ like the 
Episcopal and Catholic syste111s than those of the non-eonf'orm.ists. The 
power was almost exclusi ve.ly in the hands of the MiJl'i:sters, am unt;l.1 his 
death ,emained exclusively· in the hands. of Wesley himself. As • strict;. 
To!7, Wesley dmanded status. guo in government. and non-inter.f'erence in 
pol1t1oal attairt by th• clergy.56 According to Faulkner, the Methodists 
. nevel' otti~ially t&VOl"ed democracy. On the other hand, the non .. aonformist 
ohurohes, both pastors and people, took a much moN tole2:'&nt attitude 
toward f'u1-ther extension ot the franchise. Since the church did not offel' 
leadership to the ~ause, the working men weN forced to lead the tig}J:t for 
·. 5'.3Ha.rold Underwood Faulkner, ci,.art.ism and the Chul"Ches: !. study !El 
Delllocraci (New York, 1916), P• .59. . . 
54 . . . . 
Ibid., P• 70. 
5Srb1d •• p. 81 • 
.56Ibi.d. , pp. 80 .. 84. 
social Nf'omation, which aecording toFaullm~r tended to strengthen 
Ch•l'tA m. 
The social and political historians have, therefore, by their ex-
tensive researc)h into the causation and baekground of' Chart.ism, produced 
works that aid greatly in understanding the character and intent or the 
agitation, the Chartists, and their world. The broad view of the social 
historians has best pulled together all the various historiographical 
schools and produced the most complete, although general, interpretation. 
.CHAPl'ER V 
COR:LUSION: CHARTI91 IN HISTORY 
This limited s,il"V'ey or the studies and histories ot the Chartist 
Mov•ent has •de possible several general conclusions. The first, and 
most evident, is the •imple tact that there are varying interpretations or 
the movement. . Some have viewed it as a social phenomenon while others 
have declared it a pure demand tor democracy, or tor socialism, or for a 
new political party, or have called it rabble-rousing by an unsavory group 
ot rebels, or an instrument for·cOlllJ)Ounding and dispensing challenging new 
. ideas and philosophies. 
secondly• the varia~e in the interpretations seems to be produced 
by two •.1or taotoi-ss the author--his background, interest,, and purpose; 
and the time ot Wliiting. It is usually assumed that. an authol:''s personal 
bistol'Y' and beliets are not totally sutmerged when he takes pen in hand to 
"cord .. and oOllllllent upon history. A conscientious and honest . historian 
makes a continual and painstald.ng etfort to present as tne .an image as is 
possible. At the su. time, how.var, he do•• not wish to·depersonal.11e 
the record to suoh an extent t.hat it becQllles ,te~Ue, evezi it it ,,.re 
possible to do 10. Many ht.$tor:lans approach a subjeat with a predetermined, 
and otten e'V'en p:ream,.ounoed, goal. This m•ns the:, ~Y' of necessity dis-
regard important intozima:tion :l.f it :ls not pertin•nt to the:I.,, aina in order 
to give minute and scholarly attention to their one theme. Writers who de .. 
sire to investigate the economic oau.ses and consequences ot Chart:l.sm are 
note by theiJ:" oild.ssions, saying that there were no pol:l.tioal and social 
causes and consequences; they are·on1.y limiting their th-,ses to provide a 
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study in depth of one facet. 
Sinoe historians are products of society a:s well as students of it, 
their writings reflect the . thoughts and spirit or their age. Nol"!Q$lly 
contemporaries of an event have greater difficulty in maintaining an ob-
jective app:r('Jach to it, but at the same time may have a better knowledge 
or the happenings. This was tr11e or the Chartist Movement, and the one 
dominating element in contemporary treatments of it was :partisanship. All 
the contemporaries who wrote or spoke about the movement were conditioned 
by their class and party ties. When events became a part of partisan 
politics, it was difficult for even intelligent and educated men to re-
main objective. If the Times, Disraeli, or CarlylP could use the movement 
to cast discredit on the Whig Ministry, they WQulcl; perhaps they would 
even exaggerate some points and ignore others. And Lord John Russell and 
Th~ l!inburgh 'R!vitl' may have found it to their part.v•s favor to present 
the Chartists as revolutionaries and disloyal subjects, even though they 
might have known that most Chartists did not want to execute the monarch 
and establish a government of the proletariat. Moreover, the Chartists, 
especially O'Connor. may have expressed a greater sense of urgency and 
more revolutionary do~trij.ne than the Charter made ~eoessa:ry or than the 
majority ot the Chaiwt~ats supported; still. he spoke tor the movement. 
In the generation prior to the First World War, when men became confi .. 
dent that 11U1terial. and scientific matters were the true realit\es of life, 
many historians decided thatChartism, and indeed all history, was de-
teftllined by economic factors. When the machines reduced society to a 
1t,te lees than Utopian. howevet', there 8lflerged from this new sohool ct 
h11toJ!"i&l"!I a group of int~Ueotuals, "twentieth-oentuey liberals," de"" 
manding an end to the practice of laissez.faire by the government.. ·rhey 
declared that society as a whole, and the state as the guatdia.n of society, 
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nad to e.oo,pt i-espon11ibility tor its members. They were, or course, inter-
ested in the histoey of the machine society that allowed •n to subject 
man to intolerable conditions. These English Fabians and other Social-
ists quickly branded Chartism as an honest effol"t of the subjected to 
tight such a fate. Theil' reasoning and sympathy- was e~ressed in most o.r 
the liberal histoey ot the early years ot the new oentuey. The twentieth 
centuey also brought forth a wave of nationalism and democracy, which it 
became the order of the day to praise. Chartism was both national and 
democratic, thus it was heaped with new laurels. 
The most recent writings are marked by more intense and diverse re-
search and QY a desire to present the total sweep of the IQ.ovement. To 
some degree they reflect twentieth.century ideals and patterns of thought: 
rejection of laissez.faire, beliet in the need tor·CO'lantervailing power 
uni.te within political and economic realms, rejection of class superiority, 
approval or welfare state policies. and acceptance of peace~ agitation 
tor worthy ends. 
The third point that becomes evident is that all the 1nte1"pretat1.ons 
dese:rve sOMe degree ot credibility. Although the interpretat!.ons cover a 
wide range--inolud:l.ng views ot Chartists as social,ists,.athei•ts, tr-ee 
t:"adeN, protectionists, communists, p<:>liticiau, phU.oisophers, revo. 
luti~niat, ... they all have a basis in the cont•pora17 doc~ntes, letters, 
s,eeohee, repoi-te. and '*"oi:rs. Ea.oh :\ntell'J)retation oan be supported by 
valid prima17 aouroes. The Chartist Movement had only one statement ot 
polic7, the Charter. Dllr.1.ng its history, thel'etore, Ohartism became what-
ever the leading local agitatOl's, with their speecl'les and newpapers, made 
ot it. As the Hamonds ,aid, it engulfed a wide variety or people and 
cau1es1 the ~ndon artisan who desired educational ioetol'lll•, the Biffling-
halll politician who wanted currency reform, the Jftiner who hated the Poor 
O'( 
Law, and the Nonhemer who was ready to tight to "1:t.eve bis oondi tion. 
When.*rx and Engel• interpnted·Charti• as a class strqgle, th91 had 
little ditfioulty. 1n supporting their contentions with stat•ents ot well-
known Chartists. Then, when West presented Cht.nisa as a veld.ale and 
originator ot new ideas and pbilosophie•, he also quoted creditable sourc••• 
The dittere11C1es in tl'1e later interpret•tions wrenever greatel' than those 
which existed in the local chl'Onioles of Charti• itself. The hetero-
gefteolls pouping under·one vague and all-inclusive banner should be compre-
hensible to modem .Americans, who have accepted the same theoey in their 
own political parties. 
Fourthly, it beo•es apparent that the works on Cha1"t1Blll are not of 
the same scholarlJ'merit, and that they tultill ,-rUoular n~ds. The 
Hulllond.s• volume, based on a wide selection ot atenals in all areas ~of 
English lite during the period of.the Chartists, .shows the greatest under-
. ' 
st,nding ot the movement and the people who consl,dered th•selves Chart.is·ts. 
The :r•r• ot study :t.n this speait'io period well prepared the Hammonds to 
handle the q\lestion ot ~" in regard to Charti•• Halevr has prepared 
tbe most scholarly a!Mt tactual treatise ot the pet'1od. His vol•~ not 
ofll,y inoludas minute data on the Cht.~iets but also plant• the movement 
tiftill.7 in the midst ot the 111&in stre1.111 ot iiineteentb.century English 
histol'J'• And tltho'IJgh Qanauge•s volme is somewhl.t b1•11ecJ and lacking in 
penpeotive, :l.t Nm&ins indispeD$able to a etudent C,esiring.to do extensive 
research in the movement beoause ot its det~le4 and ftr,t-h&nd reports of 
the meetings, aotivit1ea, and personnel ot Cha,,-t;:l.11111.. 
The .tifth conclusion aocepta Pro:tessoi- Bl':l.ggs• s ,uggestlon that rin-the.:t:• 
research and publ:l.sbing·on th• Chartist 1110vemttlt needs to be concentrated 
on looal. conditions and involvement. At the Pl'4'••nt t1- it is impossible 
~ detel'lld,ne the strength or waakftess or Chart.1• at &1'17 given time or to 
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dete"911ne why people joined tbelllSelves to the Ch•i-t.ist oause •. Did more 
Chartists desire the suf't'ffge than nationalization of land? Did more 
f'ollow I..ovett than O'Connor or Stephens? What really made ·Chal'tism•s 
sti-ength fluctuate? How did Chart.ism spread t~ughout England? These 
are questions that ~an only be resolved by caretul and extensive work in 
looal dooments and statistics. 
Undoubtedly the Chartist Movement is better u~erstood today than 
ever before, even than it :was in its contempQrary world. Many aspects 
that are still clothed in mystery will be·better known in time; that is 
the nature of' continued scholarly ~search and of the interp:t'etive 
wr1 ting of history• 
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dwells on the essence, aim., and doct~r:1.nes o.f. the movement rathel" than 
on its histotdcal develo:nment. 
• ~!'he General Histoey of Socialism and Social str11ggles. New Y'or~~:·~ 
__ Ru_s.se!r& Ru,ssell, Inc., !9;?. · -
A general survey of all sooial · refOl'ffl endeavoN beginning T,r.lt;h 
antiquity a,id proceeding through the l920's• Most URefU.1 for this 
study was Bee~•s discussion of the ~lish Utopians, 
---·· l'!!! l.if'e and TeachinS_ ·gt Karl. MtJ.rJS• lA:>ndon• J..,, Parsons, 192.5 .. 
Provides a well-integrated ;,:!ctu!'$ or the personal lif.e of 'l/a.rx 
and the development o:f his sc:d.entific socialiet system. ::~fleets 
Beer's sooialist beliefs and the spirit, or the l.920's, 
Bloom., Solomon. ~1G ?or:pq, or ?~at,.ons: ~ Stud;y; of' the !ation1 :tl'}\1J_lc• ... 
tions in the LL g_ @. M•.21=• WeR Yorks Colunibi~ U v•?is:l.ty, J51l111. 
1'it°ens!ve t:i.uotes from. 1-ial"X's ~tings, espeoial,ly his column 1 ..n 
the New Yol'k •.rr;t.bune. from 18$3 to 185? • drawn U\'.>On for- this r.ia1:1e~ be ... 
cause'they were not &QCe$Sible in original form·~ . . 
Bober, Mendell M. K!r! Marx's Intent:rt~ation or Histoey. 2nd ed. rt:1v. 
Cam.bl'idge: Harvard university F'?'ess, 191,r. 
Provides general backgt"Ound on the w?'itings of Marx and F:ngf31s 
and their impact on society. 
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Briggs, Asa. !ht Age 2!, Imnrovement. New York: longt11Ans, Green & Co., 
1959. . 
One of the best single-volu.'llle histol"ies cover,ing the period :trom 
1784 to 186?. Briggs's chapter on Chartism att•pts to give both 
factual infol'ffl.ation and an analysis of the cause a~ content of the 
lllOV'ell!ent. 
, (ed.). Chal'tist studies. New York: ?'.:aondllan & Co., 1.td., 1959. 
---, A compil.ation of infomation a.bout Chal"tiS!ll iti the English lo-
calities. Gives statistics on wages, living conditions, poor relief, 
and trade union membership in the various regions. Briggs's intro-
duction to the volume outlines his personal interpretation of the 
Chartist Movement. 
Brinton, Crane. English Political Thought in the Mineteenth Centuey. 2nd 
ed. Cambridge; Harvard University· P!'ess-;-1'949. 
Brinton organizes his matel:'ial a.round three unifying ideas: the 
R.eform Bill of 1832, Chartismt and Victorian thought • .Selecting the 
important participants in these great movements, he Wt'ites of their 
philosophies and actions. 
Butterfield, Herbert. ~ ·~ishman !.!l9. ~ Histoey. Cambridge, :8ng.1a.nd; 
The Urxiversi ty Press, l9L14, 
~~his interesting discussion or the :limpol"tant role played by the 
"Whig interpretation" of English history upon the polities and progress 
of that nation is a lesson in the power of historiography. 
Carlyle, 1'homas. Cpartism. Iondcm: J'ames Fraser, 1840. 
'1'1le first p~b.1ished book on the Chart~st Movement, this volume 
is the only soul'Ce for assessing Carlyle's personal impression of 
the movement. 
--~· Complete Work:s !?£, Thomas Carl:y:1e. 20 Vols. New York, P. r'. 
Collier & sons, !901. 
The introduction and a survey of various portions of his works 
reveals Oarlyl,e's style and. bias in the writing of history. 
Cole, George D. H. A. Short Histor;y: S!t. :!,h!. British Worl,."ing-Clas$ Movement, 
1782-1947. London: George Allen & lJnw.i.n, tid., 192.5. , , 
surveys the growth of the working cl•ss movement in all its 
leading aspects, poliUoa.1 as well as indut,tl"ial and co.operati,,e. 
Presents the Chal'tist Movement as essentially '11 economic Movement 
which was doOllled to failure since the wo-rking cl•ss was only in its 
adolescence and could not wage effective battle with the capitalists$ 
--'!!!'!"'9·• ! Histoa of Soeiali!~ "l'hought, Vol. I: Socialist '.!hought, '!'he 
li'orerunners, I:i89'-i~50, Rev. ed. London: MaCJl'l1ifan & Co., T.itd., 191!7 ' ' ' 
. ,.,, 
A semes cover.ing the h1stor1 of sooial.iet thought., not of 
socialism. Assesses the p~esenoe or new and systematic socialist 
thought in the Chartist Movement. 
__ ,.. ~· Socialism in 1!1volution. Hamondworth: Penguin Books, liim.i.. ted, 
* 1938. -- , 
This short essay treats the :rise and signifi~ance of the labor 
movement both in Great Britain and as an international mani.festati<m 
of the developing capitalist system. Cha1'tism is found to be im.-
portant only as an experiment in qrganization, not in unifying and 
originating great ideas. 
"Discontents of the Working Classes, .. Blaokwood•s Edinburgh Masazine, 
· Xl.,IIJ: (Apri'-, 1838), 421-l~'.36. . . 
The article claims that the inactivity of the Whig Ministry en-
courages the working class agitations. SUggestio~s are made to the 
Ministry as to what its future actions should be to combat the dis-
turbances. 
Dis:rae.li, Benjamin (F,,a.rl of Beaconsfield). Coningsb;y; or, The !!! Genera-
tion. New ed. London: H. Milford, Oxford Universrt'y Prei;s, 1871. 
---- Disraeli's first political novel attempts to vindicate the claim 
of the Tory Party that it is the o~y possible and just leader of 
popular government. 
___ • ,Sybil; S?E,, !:!:!2, Nations. London, 1870. . . 
Using the pages of this political novel, Disraeli publicizes 
the oondi tion of the laboring classes. He used many of the writings 
of Feargus O'Connor, leading Chartist, and other Chartist publications 
for much or his information. 
"'.F,leotoral Districts," The Edinburgh Review or Cri ticy Review, 9.5 
(January, 1852), m-2M. - ' 
Jn defense of the Whig government, the joi,irna.1 asserts that the 
ministry would listen to reasonable demands, but that the Charter 
t,na.s neither practical nor necessary for refonn. 
Engels, Friedrick. !b!, Conditions g!. the Work.'ing Class in Enfi1and in,!~~ .. 
Seventh edition. Lo:ndon: George Men a,nd Unwin, ltd., 952. 
A contemporary report of the l.i ving and worldng eondi tions of the 
nineteenth-century English laborers written by a Marxian Socialist. 
Elq:,resses Engels belief that the Chartists would lead the revolt 
against the capitalists. 
Faulkner, Ha!'Old Underwood. Chartism !.!!Si. the Churches: ! ,study !Al~-
mocracz. New York: Columbis University, 191g. . · 
Faulkner tests the reaction of the Christian ehul'Ches to de-
tennine whether in this incident they were po~servative or radical 
in their response to a democratic movement. Exoell.ent bibliography 
included. 
Gammage, Robert George. Xh!. Histo~ ~ the Chartist Movelllent ~ !ts 
Beg;lffiE:pg Down !2, ~ Present 1J.ri!.• London: Hoiyoake & Co., 11~51~. 
A prejudiced, first-hand r,~pqrt of the activities and person-
alities of the Chartist Movet11~fi· this ha$ been Qne 0£ the basic 
primary SOU'J;"CeS for all studi~' Of the lllOVetllent. 
GiUispie, Ch$.rles c., "'!'he Work or :r~ie '!,tal,vy: A Critical Appreciation., 11 
Journal of Modem Histoey, X:O:I, (1950), ~'.32-249. 
Seeiiifng1y the only review availa'ble in nl'tgl:lsh on 'the writing 
of Halivy. Includes general su.mm.arie~ and analyses or a,11 his 
publications. 
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Gooch, George P. Historz an,d Historians g{ ~ Nineteenth .centuey. 4th 
ed. !.ondon: liongmans, Green 8: Co., TJtd., 1928, · 
Presents the theses of the major histol'ia.ns of the nineteenth 
century and attempts to analyze the effect t>f their writings upon 
the 11:!'e and. thought of the time. Also traces the develo!!'lent of 
the scientific method in the writing of histQey, 
Halivy, Iaie. ! Histo17 gt.~ English Peo~ in the Nineteenth Centuey. 
Vol. III: The 'friJSl?h of Ref'c>1.'m, 18JO- l; ancf"'Vol. iv: ieJge .2!. 
Peel and Cobden, ~-m.o'.· New York:Peier Smith, 1950, 9 • 
- Tlirs mui ti volume study of the nineteenth~entury English history 
is, in Hal.Ivy's own words, "philosophical history." The emphasis on 
detail and the documentation makes the study• good beginning point 
for any student working in the area. 
---·· The Growth ,2! Philosophic Radicalism, trans. Mary Morris. New York:""'Tlie Macmillan '~o., 192~. · · · 
Helps in understanding the reform era because it traces the be-
ginning and development of Benthamite thought in England. 
Hammond, J. I,. and Barbara Hammond. !h!, Age or~ Chartists, 1812 .. 1854, ! Study 2t Y)isoontent. Hampden, Connecticuts Al'Chon Books, . 9'.30, 
A sooiai treatment or the age. Deals with the Industrial Revo-
lution, the discontent and upheaval it caused in society and the re-
sult of the discontent. Shows the best insight into the causes for 
growth of Chari.ism. 
---·· The 'rown Laboure,£, 1Z,6S,~l83~. l'..ondon: Iongmans, Green & co ... 
J,ttd. ''T9l. r.-
A sympatheti.c exposl of the degradation or the laborers result-
ing from the rapid growth of towns. .Full of factual in.formation cm 
conditions of industrial workers in urban areas just prior to the 
founding of Cbartism. 
---·• I:!! of Modem Indust,;z, New York: Haroourt, Brace a~d Company, 1926. - 1 
:oesal'ibes problems, situations, and tdeas from the growth of 
machine society, Good background material ror determining the· 
Hamonds' feelings about nineteenthoi-Qentury social institutions and 
. · their personal desire for soeial retom.. · 
'1) 
Hansard, Thomas c. The parliamentar:; Debates, ·rt,trd Series. 1'.ondon, 180li·, 
. tr. · · ·. 
A continuation ot Cobett' s Parliamenta~ Histoi or j,')igla.nd, 
~1~3. The most official record or the=:ay-to-ayproceedings 
of Par. ament. ~~,ive series with indices in each volume. 
Hov$11, Mark. The Chartist Movement. Manchester: Un1v~rsity ~ss, 192.5. 
Notes and manusc:ripts on chartism, edited and published after 
Hovell• s death in World War I. Began as an e:f'f"ort to g1 ve a more 
favorable report of the movement than the earlier acco\1?1t8 9 his 
study maintains that the movement aided in pe•t social and econOlllic 
developnents tor the workers. · 
9'3 
Hyndman, H. M. !h!. Historical Basi,! ,2!, Socialism !n England. London: 
Kegan Paul, Trench & Co. , 1aa3 • · 
An Ji)iglish diciple or Marx, Hyndm$.n stressed the revolutionary 
aspect of Charli.sm and presented it as the first important working 
class struggle against the capitalistic system. 
Kingsley, Charles. Alton !,ocke, Tailor !!!9. Poet. l,ondon: J. M. Dent & 
Sons I,td., 1850. 
1.'hrough this novel Kinsley reveals his pensonal. desire .for 
social ref.om based on Christian eoncem and principles. He clearly 
states his interpretation or the Chartist Movement. 
Laidler, Rarey Wellington. ! Histoa .2! Socialist Thought. New York: 
'l'homas Y. Cromwell Company, l 933. . 
The author sets forlh the main tenets or each imPortant school 
of socialism and the :forces leading to the rise and decline of 
various tendencies in the movement. The leading personalities are 
described. 
"Legislation for the Working Classes," The F.dinburgh Review~ Critical 
Review, 83 (Januaey, 1846), 64-99. 
Defends the Whig's new Poor Law on the grounds that poor relief 
inter:rers with the natural order or society as based upon the institu-
t.1.on or property. · 
Lenin, V. I. Marx. Engels• Mal".Xism. Moscow: Foreign Languages Publishing 
House, 19sr;-
Bl'ie:f' biographical sketches of the li,f'es of Marx and lihgels and 
short presentation of lv!arxian doctrines. Selected addresses, ~rrit-
ings, and letters of Marx and. :E!ngels with remarks and explanations 
by Lenin. 
IAvett, W111111l!l. ~i.fe a.nd ,stru~les o·r William I.ovet .a:n His ·Purs~ gt, 
Bread, 'Knowle. ge, ~ :Pree om with Some s o coount !l., :Yi!, t)U~fe,t-
ent 1.ssociations. li!. Beionged 12, ~ of' the gpinions · !l! 1:?te!f!Wtaine~, 
f"Vois. New fork: Alfred A. f:no·p.f., !920~ 
Importance lies in 1 ts revelation of Lovett' s pe.rscmal im-
pressions and connections with the various reform movements, es~ 
peoially Chartism. Includes all his major manifestoes ancl documents. 
Martin, Robert Bernard. The Dust or Combat: A Life of' Charles Kingsley. 
London: Faber and Faber, 19.59:- - - -
An enjoyable narrative on the life and career o:r Charles 
Kingsley. Il'airly complete discussion of his activities and state-
ments as a Christian Socialist. 
Maurois, Andre. r.d.sraeli, ! Picture !!_ ~ Victo:zd.an Age, trans. Hatnish 
Miles. New York: Appleton and Com.na.ny, 192~. 
Maul'Ois, a Frenchman, is a zealous supporter of X>israeli and 
his political beliefs. 1.r.he biography is well-,mtten and concise bu:t 
is not as comprehensive as Monypenny and Buckle's volUMe. 
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Monypenny, 1dlliam Flavelle and George Earle Buckle. ~ ~ g!, Benjamin 
r.t1.sraeli, F.arl of Beconsfield, 2 Vols. New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 192°9': -
Bulky but comprehensive account of the life of Disraeli, in-
cluding personal. political, and literary aspects. Contains many 
quotes from letters, speeches, and writings not accessible elsewhere. 
Footnoted and indexed. 
Peardon, 'f'homas h, ~ Tt"ansition 1!l English Historical Writing, 1760-
lBJO• New York: Columbia University Press, 1933. 
Significant stucly o.f changing trends in E11glish historical 
thought during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Very help-
ful in "riewing the general flow of history. 
Rosenblatt. Frank F. The Chartist Movement In Its Social and Economic 
AsDects. New York:°'Columbia University-;-"1916. 
Regards the Chartist Movement primarily as a labor movement and 
as the first compact form of class struggle. Expresses the author's 
belief that econom:.cs is the greatest determinant of historical 
causation. Covers only -the period up to 1839 riots. 
Saville, John ( ed. ) • E.'rnest Jones : Chartist, Selections ~ ~ Wr1. tip'5,g_ 
and Speeches of Ernest Jones With Introduction and Notes. London: 
'i':ai":rrence & ~-Jishart Ltd., 19.52:--
A good representation of the writings of Ernest Jones, the most 
Marxian o.t" the Chartists. '!'he largest reservoir of Jones• writings 
available in published ror.:n~ 
"Sketches of Popular Tumults," 9:?:.a,;t:t~:n·~.z Review, V':V (December, 1839), 
283 ... 314. 
A pro-Conservative revi.ew, the Quarterly in this article accuses 
the '!i.fhig Ministry of dereliction of duty for not exerting the power 
of the law to stop the riots. 
Sl.osson, Prest.on William. The Decline of the Chartist 1-ro~,ement. New Yor{r: 1 ~ _ ____,.._ ...._ ---Co. umbia U.niversi.ty, 19lt>. 
Investigates the reasons for the abandonment of the Charter by 
the unenfra.nchised classes short of attainment. Pin-ooints the 
weaknesses and strengths of the movement. -
stern, Fritz (ed.). !.~~ Y§t.r1.eti~~ .2!, ~q,a .E!.2!!t Voltaire !:2,. Present. 
New York: Heridan,, Inc., 1950. 
Selected !)assages from the writing~ of various historians w:i.t,h 
general remarks a.bout their baekgrounds anc" pub.1ieations. Historiann 
are chosen to exemplify the major movements within historiography 
since 17.50. The essay on historical materlalism is exce'!'.'tionally 
good. 
''The Chartists and Um:versal suffrage," Blackwood• s Edinburgh Ma.gazing !I 
XLVI (September, 18'.39), 289 .. 29#. 
Interorets the Chartists' demand for an extensi.on of' the 
franchise as a plot to end private property and redistribute the 
wealth of England. The magazine assures its readers that the 
laboring classes have no understanding of political power~ 
9.5 
"The m.o8ts," Blackwoo~d~. Edj.nb~rgh 1:!,afill~!!'l~~ LlI (September, 1842) 9 410.., 41 • 
".l~e 1842 riots in 'the industrial areas a.re used by the magazine 
as proof of its continued assertions that only violence and chaos 
could resu.1t f':rom the reform agitations. A vicious verbal attack 
on the Charter. 
Thompson, James Westl'all.. fl His·~ g! Historical ~{,rit.in_g,, 2 Vols.. New 
York: 'T1he ;1aom.illan Company, l9li-2~ 
Offers a. su~1ey of the changing conceptions of history, and of 
the various fashions of writing it, from earliest antiquity to the 
outbreak of the Ji''irst World \\Tar. :Book VIII of Volume I deals ex-
tensively with English history and historians of the nineteenth 
century .. 
Webb, Beatrice Potter. ''.rhe Co-Operative Movement in Great Britain. 
London: George Allen& Unwin Ltd,., 1891. -
A preview of her later works on so~ialist institutions and 
movements$ Complimentary of the heritage of Chartism to the labor 
MO"vemento 
___ and Sidney Webbo ~ Decay 2!, Capitalist Civilization., New York~ 
Harcourt, B:race and Company, 192'.30 
Their approach to the capitalist syste1n exemplifies the reason-
able, intelligent attack or the Fabians~ This study declared that 
Chartism, trade unions, and co-operative movements show: that 'the 
workers were gradually learning to orga.ni.ze and ci:.,mbat the ca.pi t.a..1-
ist. 
---·· l,l!.2. fil.stor,r S!!, ~ Q.~ordsm_~ ne'fl. ed. Loinclcin% tongmans, 
Green and co., Ltd., l92o. 
roints out that the period of. Chart.ism coincides ,;,,,fth a period 
of inactivity of the trade unions, thus d.efines the Ch~rtlst Mov·e ... 
ment as a. substitute measure f'or the tmions a.ft,er thetr un.'3u~cessful 
attempts to exerl. economic pressure i'.m t,he capitalists in the firt'l't. 
years of the nineteenth century. 
West, ,Julius. ! jlisto~ $'_ :Y!!, f:hartist Mo·wem.ent. Boston~ Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 920. 
West's histoey of the mcr.J'ement accentuates the important ideas 
of the Chartism.o National bias and an untarnished belief in the 
democratic ideal of the twentieth century are evident in his writing., 
Willey, Basil. Nineteen!!!, gent:.¥U ~.. New Yot"k: Columbia Uni·ve~ ... 
sity Press, 19li.9. 
A most complet,e survey of. V:nglish intellectual histoey o:t the 
nineteenth century. Also a guide for political. e~onomic,, and soc:ial 
philosophies of the period~ 
Woodward, ~.rnest l,., 1l!!, Oxf'otp Hist~ g_t;_ »1,,Kl:,an,s, Volo x:t:n 1. Ib!, l(.g_e ~~ 
Reform, l81,i-18zo. OXf'ord: C.'larendon Press, 1936. 
Woodward, a recognized authority on the re:fom period, :i.:nclu.des 
bot.h the poll tioal happenings and the social climate in his su·f"',.rey,, 
As in all the Oxford series, the bibliography of' this ·vbilme is ex ... 
cellent. 
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